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Chapter I

Problem
1. Phenomena
.

_,

Nelson Brooks(l) describes tod·ay•s American garb:

11

An ethnic coat of many colors." Joshua

Fishman discusses further that ethnic immigrants are
one group in America~1hich has constantly been overlookeµ, denied, 8.nd degraded{t-:~,l As Glazer and Moynihan point out in their book, Beyond the ~rel ting Pot,
the -~el ting has not always taken placeJ:Cl} Some immigrants to America did not cease to be what they were
and did not want to become something different when
they ·were naturalized as American citizens. Therefore,

the strength of the immigrant family cs.nnot cope with
· the strain of the immigrant experience. In general,

(1) Nelson Brooks, Langua~e and Language Learnin,g:
Theory and Practice, p.251. in the Sociolo,g~
Language, P_._1 -5.
(3) Gl2.zer Nathan, Beyond the Mel ting Pot, p. l.
(2) Joshua Fishman, Readings

2

both immigrant parents work, and their children are often
left alone or are not well taken care of'. :."The·~:pare_nts'
expectations conflict with the inability of their children
to excel in a·schoel system which offers inadequate English
lEmguage training.

Some of the immigrant children drop,

out of the schc~ol, and some };la.ve begun to follow the patt·ern of delinquency found amo11.g American youth.

For the

American-born children,_ the conflict betv1een the values of
their peers and those of their parent? introduces intense
cro::rn-cul tural con~lict.

The meeting of languages end the

clanh .of customs cr·ea~e tensions for both immigrants and

children.

One of the fundamental domestic problems is

the persistence of gross inequalities of op~ortunities in
the life of youth from various ethnic groups in the United
States.
Focusing on the younger generation of ethnic
irn.migrants, taking Chinese-Americans as an example, the .

following aspect is described by Helen Djang,
Here vrnre Chinese_ in an orientalized com.rn.uin< aff·:A,J1~rican- .- 9i ty; ::.-a,ttending,. ci vie,
religous·,and_ commercial enter-prise connected
vii
th their ovm race, but attending the same
.>-.:
0

ni ty.,

I.

3

time the most cosmopolitan public school of the
city. Their parents are Chinese, their classmates
of a dozen .nationalities, their teachers of 'the
American culture. What is happening to · them? What
influences determine the shaping of the individual
philo~rnphies of' life, their loyal ties and purposes,
their satisfactions and success? What preventable
confusions" and t:('.agedies are introduced?" (4)
Thus a child of ethnic background may suffer from the conflict between two cultures with different customs, languages,
life~styJ.es, etc.

Each of th~se factors may influence the

child and his sv.rroundings..:.-home, school'f and social life.
He receives all of h:ls education in Arilerfca and becomes
an American except for his physiccl appearance and perhaps
s~me Chinese atti tud~s re~arding resp~c-':; 'for elders.
course, p8.rents within ethnic groups also realize
this . fact .• : Mpst::C of .the :·pirents have the ·.attitude

of

.,.s .

_. ·::.-...

which Calvin-:Lee describes in.'.,his fa:j;her who said,
"What good is half a pail of water?"(5)

They have

( 4) Helen Djang, Hsian Lan, "The Adju'stment fn .American Culture of the Chinese Children in Chinatowm,
Chicago, and its Educationsl Implications, 11 p.2.
( 5) Calvin Lee, Chinato'.m in U~S.A., p.45.
/
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resolved not only that their children will be educated
--

completely in 4merica, but also that they should know how
to speak Chinese as well as English, and ·be acquainted
with · Chinese customs. This can be described as 'bilimgual demand'. Thus one assumes that most of the children of ethnic groups haye gone through both natural
frustrations(hu.'Tle.n growing stages) and environmental
frusti,ation( such as tvw cultural conflicts, linguistic
demands and identity crisis)~ The parents of -~ typical
Chinese chiih.d want to rai s e him as a model Oriental,
a.nd expect him to remain true to ,the Oriental heritage he was b.o rn with. They teach him his own language
· v1he11 he is you..r1g. Therefore, during childhood, he does
not speak English very often. Be-cause his social actvi ties are limited to pla~ing and associating with
_s ibling s and very few other playmates, always Orientals,
he has no reason to learn English. Thus, by the time he
is ready to go to school, he is five or six years behind an A:nerican contemporary.
Fortunately or unfortun2tely, he is sent
to the neighborhood school, he goes to elementary
school with White children. Ther e he really forgets

5.

his own mother tongue and he may become very ashamed
of his own mother tongue, because his cl.assmates call
· him "Ching Ch6ng China man'!~ After a .day · of study in
public school, he his to spend severil hours
l~.nguage schooi

at the

while his friends can indulge in

recreational activitd!es; his sense

of

frustration

with his own situation is transr'ormed into dislike
for his· original language. As he begins to make cont .. ~

acts with various phases of ·American life through
the seh_~>ol, he gradually drifts away fro'.n his :parents, trying to become as fu_l ly .american as possible,
He regrets only when he cannot do away with his iden-

tity gltogether. As Chinese-American children grow
older.;_ t;hey are sometimes rebuffed by the White group;
thosE.~ who are rebuffed tend to revert to the parental
grm~.p a:o.a .:. develop gradually an ·, app:£ecia.ti◊n < for this

parental culture, on which ~,basis · the older ' generation~
'

hopes to develop in them a national pride.

2. Importance of the study

T~is sttua,tio.n accounts for typigal.

6

"vicious circle" in the life of the ethnic group.

If

a child as·sociates ul tilliately with no one but the domin~t

group's adults and childr~n, he w~ll learn only the do:'.Il.:i.nr-.1
ant group's culture ·.

.Thi.s :-. comet?, : many people believe ,,.. ,as :

a result of attending American public school where it is

impossible to manifest other cultural heritages.

Is there

any way to avoi d the horns of the dilemma mentioned above?

In

order to acquire an understanding of' · this dilemma, the

language which becomes a symbol of identity in struggles
as well e.s cultural background shoul d not be neglected.
A

kind of bilingual-bicultural education which will help

these childr· en of ethnic groups to become
studied.

II

American" is

This results in a reciprocal relationship b e tween

adherents to American culture and those from culturally
distinct ba ckground s .

According to Murril Saville and

Rudolph C, Troike, authors of "A H2.ndbook of Bilingual
Education," approximately one fourth :.of · the people in the
United St a tes can communicate in more than one language.
For tholusands of children vtho enter the school every year,
English is the foreign language. These ~Titers conclude
that Americans do not live in a "melting pot~; ; but in a
1

country where different languages and different atti-

7

tudes and beliefs have coexisted for centuries.(6)

A

clear picture is produced that 1:r · vivid appreciation
of langu8~e use

for suxvival causes most of tbeethnic

imrnigrnats to learn as much as is necessary to make ·
'
their way in the new environment.

But at the ' same

time most of them continue to use their own langua8e
whenever occasion is offered.

More than that, many

of them have passed on their language to their descendants, thereby making them also bilingual.
To "vha.t extent can one be called bili°ngual?

The children of ethnic immigrants usually learn

whatever l a nguages. are in their home and neighborhood
because of the need for co:rrununicEi.tion and group membetr'ship.

In the traditional English dominant school sys-

.

tem, one of the first impressions of non-English
speaking child may have is that people in authormty
do not speak his own language. ·This indieates that

(6) Mu.rill Saville and Rudolph C. Troike, A Hnadbook
of Bili:np;ual Education , p .1.

8

children of ethnic groups do face conflicts culturally, linguistically, psyhhologica.lly, and sociolo- 1..
gical1y. Given the significance of language to the
perpetuation of culture and societ"y, it is logical
to assume that the continuation of a langu:;:\ge means
that sociof'-cultura.l elements will also be maintained.
The educators who have worked . with these children
·,·of ethnic groups for several yearff are convinced that
a unilingual school · sys:t-~m has <: serious negative •: ef:Eeo.ts

on these children. Horacio Ulibarri, who has recently
done a lot 9f work on bilingual program, ~states that
one of the purpoi:ies ~of~;. bilingual progra;n is to develop a. b_etter self-concept ,~('/J It can ·b e assumed that

bilingualness in an individual does have some effects
in reducing cultural conflict and frustration, which
reduction may · increase the individual self-esteem.
Many writers such as Howard Lee Nostrand, Joshua
Fishman, Uriel Wern1iech, William M~ckey, Theodore
Andersson, Einar

Haugen, and others conclude that

bilingual students ca.n create understanding throughout

(7) Hora.cio Ulib2.rri, Interpretive Studies on Bi., ·
·_·:' +·'. _n; •: lingus.l J.:;auc a tion, p.~.1..

\
9

the com:nuni t y conce_r ning the imr.riigrant' s connection
between his mother ton,:2,11e, his self image, hi s heritage, r-:-.nd the maili. cul tu.re. The frequency of langua.ge

p:co1Jlerns within ethnic groups adds weight to the social
scientirrt s

I

interest in analyzing the effec;ts of bi-

lins;ualisrn .o n personality. ;' ·Ba.sed on the. literature ·, ·
uncier review, I did . become ~;qonvince·q: or t·he importanc_$ ·:

of designing' a study of· la:ngu~e usage -of. ~e~ ior high -;;-•
0

stiiden'.t$

•of'· the ·. Chihet~·e descent :i.n .New ·Yorlr -:City, -j;o

:find out.· v;ethe:t:· t-he empirical facts fit those of the
above authors.

10

Terminology
.1 . Chinese language

It is well known that every ~anguage is
spo ken · in a v ariety of dialects. The Chinese language
includes Chinese Mandarin which is the official language in Mainland China and Taiwan; and· :many Chinese
dialects which are . commonly used in province§(tf?J
The term, Chinese l~ngµage(s), ~n this study, will
\

:

(8) From the report of Chinatown study 1969, many
Chinese dialects are used, among Chinese-americans
in New York City. The following fingure only represents Chinese-Americans who live in New York
Chinatown regarding la.nguage u _sage · at home. The
study alsd> regc:irds Chinese Mandarin as one of the
Chinese langua.ges.
Dialects
Mandarin
Shanghai
Fukien
Szechuan
Hakka
Cantonese
Toisanese

~~

47

8. 3o/~

27

4.S
4

0~7
2

0.4

23

4.1
353

62.5
318
56.3

no

TI8
91.7%
538
95.2
561
99.3
563
99.6
543
95.5
212
37.5
247
43.7

total

56,

100%
565 '
100
565
100
56'5
100
565
100
565

100
565
100

(Resource: Chi1iatown Report 1969, New York City ),i

I

I
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refer to a group vvhich compr:L~ce; of Chinese Mandarin and
o.t her Chinese dialects such · GSJ Cantonese, Chao Jo, Fu.Ki en, Hakka, Hainctii, Hunan, Shanghai, ToisanB.se, and
other dialects in the strictly linguistic but not political sense.

2. Bilinguals

Any one who wishes to study bilingualiff.:n
is ir..WJ.ediatel;T confronted with the p_roblem of definin,g
bilingualism and then with the further problem of determin- -ing 'vvho is bilingual to whaj; extent.

Without going deepci~

into the . mE~tter, whicl1 is not the focus in this study,
I will use John MacNamara' s definition.

He .: defines the term

bilingual in such way as to refer to persons who possess
at least qne of the langu2.ge $kills even to au-.homfuiial
degree in their second la.n{~uage. (9)

Uriel :Ne£nr-·~ilch

puts it this way, "The practic e of alternately using
two languages \.Yill be called bilingrrailism, and the
prson involved, bili.ngµal.

(10)

Einar Haugen defines

(9) John Me.cWtmara, "The Bilingual's Linguistic Perf-,, (;
formunce--A Psychological Ovenview," p.59.
(CtO;))Uf;i.eT-;We1i.r.ir~i'cl1, La n~ua.,,q; c in Contact: :E1 indine; 1:md
Pro lem, p.2.

12

a bilin,g;ual as "one who knows. two languages. 11 ( 11)
In this s tudy, there are bilinguals who have one dominant Bnd one secondary language, while .t here are others
who are re as onc1bly balanced. Ther e are bilinguals who
switch easily from one language to the other, and some
who find it extremely .difficult and confusing

to

do - so.

Thus, a person who·· spe aks two- or more tha n two languages
or dialects, flue ntly or not fluently, willingly or
unwillingly, is described as a bili ngual for this study.

3. Self-esteem
Self-~steem is a positive or negative
-attitude toward the self. To say that one has high
self-esteem simply means that the individual resp.,ects himself, considers ;··himself ,--wort~y. . Ori: :the ·,c,ontra.ry, low ·self-estee{!i. implies self-rejection, selfdiss~tiiifaction, ::·self---oontempt!l:1~)

(11) Eine.r Haugen, The Norwei?df-~,P Le.ngu age in Americ a :
A Study on Bilingual Behavior, p .l.

(12) Morris Rosenberg , Se>ciety a nd Adolescent Self;~ :~.. J:.. -~ ·: . -~1 ,

I..,-. ~L · _:) "'

/

109.
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Approach of the study
The present report is divided into five
chppters ~ Chapter II ·--;begi,f.ls by:.:,c6nsiderini/ j;he · 1i tera.ture of bilingualism which has been written during
this decade in sociological, linguistic, and psycho.;.
logical fields. It goes further to describe briefly
bilingual education, which has very .recently developed
to be used as effective education for ethnic group
children. The attempt of this study is to test the
hypothetical assu.nrption in. socio-psychologicr;i,l aspect
of ethnic-: children. In Che.pter III, the focus is moved

to t h e survey. Here I attempt to indicate how the relevance of research ·work may be influenced by methodology of resear9h and bureaucratic -authority, in which
they 2,,re im.be"dded. ~Tn 1.'Cl1apter I lV, ·;:the r study <:•tilrns Tt ,6
a

com.pariso..:1 o,f,_ Chinese-~merican · students according

to birthplace. The hypothesis is tested by ~sirig :·,-'ihe ctata
gathered for the thesis. A consideration of some of' the
,

inner states associated vvi th self-esteem will also be
menti.oned. The last chapter will su.mmsrize the study
a nd suggest a numbe r of directions \Vhich future resecJ.rch
might take.

14

Source of data
1. Winter term Project

In the winter terin of '1972-1973, a winter
term project which involved a study ,of language usage
of Chinese-lunerican students in Hew .York City t.,as conducted by Pamela Yew, an under·graduate at Oberlin College,
and the v~i ter.

This study was _also fund e d by Winter Term

Project Financial Aid (College)~

The field works stayed in

New York City for a month, distributing quetionnaires,
interview~ng students, and observing students• life in
various schools

and

lifevv York Chinatown community org-

anization~.

2. 11.'he Questionnaire
A small part of-the questionnaire refered
to the study of the Chinese language school, which was
also a Winter Term Project in 1969~

The questionnaire

of the present study asked 75 questions, including six
statements of self-esteem designed by Morris Rosenberg
in his oookJ "So-ciety and Adolescent· Self-esteem" .

An

essay 'w-as assigned to students in order · to see how
closely they were attached to their lang71age.

There

were three topics from 'Which students could choose:

15

My Two Countries, My TYm Langu~ges, and" My :B.;est Friend~i

The respO"ndent~ could vrr-i te either in Chine·se or Englis],.,

or in both languages.

3:

Interview with Chinese-11merican students
There were

32 students in school and China-

town commu.i"1.i ty organizations who were interviewed. These

interviews were veru. informaliy arr2,nged. Most of them
took ·place in a cafeteria duririg luncheon hour ·and a
few of them were done \Vhen students had a free period.

·while intervievrs were taken in corn.muni~y organizations,
only the time during program i ·n tersession was allowed.

The time varied frchm thirty-six minutes to sixty minutes. The students were selected" according to their
birthplace.

4. Observation
We were allowed to go into classrooms

e.nd in the ~.ca:feteria to observe students• behavior
and attitudes. Observation was mainly focused on their
language us;;::i,ge and on students groups th21.t for:r1~d in
" .

ter:ns of different la.nguage usage a.nd different birth-

places.

16

Procedure of the study
In reading information presented in this
study, certain limi te.tions havE: to be taken into aceou:ut. Accord:i.:ng to :-:rorac io Uli 1)1-:1rr1, c onf:U.eting resultu have been founcl at the junior high school a.nd
senior high school level and certain grouping proce,

durci have been called into serious q_uestioni1 ((13) Thus
senior high students bnly,:became the subjects of the
study. The present study is intended primarily to be

a contribution to the study of ethnic children's langv>i.c_;e usc:1.ge and its relations to self-esteem. Since the

chi ld whose speech it records actually learned two
l ~mguages , English and his mother tongga or :pa:r_'ental
_lB.nguage ,

11

:tJilingual 11 could not b·e left ,out of thr~

title. Therefore, the terminology iB only applied for
the study . The specific meaning or usage is not essontic:·:J.ly concerned. It must be understood that the problems

of bilineu:.:,li.sm were only generally discussed in order

to give a br.ie:f. background in the [;rea.

(13) I-Iorc..cio Ulibarri, Inter11retative Stu.dies on J3i, . . 1 -· ( -. • 1 inguc;,_
· ~ ;:;1-7:•(r·
rt.ion, ,,) .3.
.•l. _-,, __.__ ,:c:_:__-,L ·,·.,.~,_.,_.•. _,.1 •:·_,.,,!._.>.•
.•.t4U.Cd

\

Chapt_er _ II
Review of Literature

Cha.pter

II

:Ma.11,y ·works have been done about bilingualism,

but it is too broad an area to summarize all of its
facets here.

Some of the writtern works

are

reviewed

on the theoretical background .of bilingualism and its
effects on an individual's personality.

The Study of Bilingualism
The definition of bilingualism and bilingual
have been refered to in chpater one.

Some of the major

works on this subject will be discussed in the follov,ing.
In 1937, Arsenian assBrted that as a result
of immigration the United States had one of the largest
actua1iy bilingual populations in the world. (14)

The

number of bilinguals has probably declined since then,

(14) Martin K Chen, Intelligence and Bilingualism as
Independent Variates in a Study of
Junior High School ~tudents of
Chinese Descent, P.1.

19

Fishman has diagramed the :possible connection between
bilingualism and diglossia as follows: (16)
Diglossia
+
Both diglossia
Bilingualism
Bilingualism+
and bilingualism
without diglossia
Diglossia with-

Neither 'diglossia

out bilingualism

nor bilingualism

The first quadrant of the figure refers to the very small
number of those speech communities in which diglossia and
bilingualisi:n occur.
ism,

This requires very widespread bilingual-

The next is the situation in which bilingualism obtains

where a s diglossia is gererally absent.

Here we see even

more clearly than before that bilingualism is essentially
a characterizati·on of linguistic organization at the so,cialcul tural level.

The third one represents the situation in

which diglossia obtains whereas bilingualism is generally
absent.

The last quadrant ..;- of i' the 'figure r.efers ·to •a

small number of . isolated and undifferentiated · speech comm4nities which may be said to reveal neither diglossia nor
bilingualism.

(16) Joshua Fishman,

20
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This table is used for many studies of bilingualism and
intelligence or of bilingualism and school achievement;
which have been conducted within the context of bilingualism without diglossia.

The pr-esent v.rriter attempts to

explore the second q-µ.~drant~-. with its· .relationship .to
an individual personality.

Relating Fishman's theory to

William Mackey's "Typology of Education," it is basically
the same situation. with which they are both concerned.
William Mackey focuses on the home which he divides into
two categories: Unilingual and bilingual home.

He says,

"A le~rner who speaks only one language at home and the
same ( or the other) language •in the school, even though

' it may not be the language of the · comm.unity, is in a quite
dif:ferent position from that of ·the same two at school.(17)
In .his two categories, he also divides into five types:
those covering learners fnom unilingual homes(U) and
those from bilingual homes(B).

There are five types of

learners in the following:

'·

1. Unilingual home: Language is school language(U-S)
2. Unilingual home: Language is not school language(U+S)

(17) Theodore Andersson, The Bilingual Schooling in the

United States, p.84.

21
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3. Bilingual home: Language includes school language(B+S)
4. Bilingual home: Language excludes school languages(B-S)
5. Bilingual home: Language . includes _bo~h achool languages(B+SS)
This gives us a clear picture of how an individual is
influenced by his home in terms of language usage.

The

deficiencies which seem to accompany . bilingualis,m
are those
.
~

·:

of language usage, and are related to home _and school backgrounds.

And these are influenced by .' three areas: concept-

ual development, language ability and Helf...;concept:(.1 8)
For those children who belong to the ·u-s category, ther'e· is
no opportunity to use other languages.

The s~cond type

will be those children who are called disadvantageq..

Usual-

ly, by the time they are five years old, bilingual children
are typically one or two years retarded in language develop·ment.

Besides, public school is mainly structured to meet

the needs of and provide for the children of the dominant
language group according to Keith.(19)
Joseph Slabey Roucek, in "Our Racial

and

Frances Brovn1 and
Nati_<:>nal Minori t-

ies, 11 indicate that the child (still) lives in two distinct

(18) Mary F. Keith, A Pro, ess Report of the Sustained
rimary rrogr am Bi in,gua Su ents, p,10.
(19) Mary l!,. Keith, A Progress Report of the Sustained

Primary Progr~m Biling~al .. Stu~ents ,_ p. 39.
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worlds---the world within school walls and the world of
street, home, and social contacts outside of the school.(20)
Howard Nostrand :point·s out another viev/ which
constitutes the identity of ethnic children through language
usage.

He says,

The mood of revolt among young people of
high school and college age in many countries
shows that they suffer to a marked degree from
the_twentieth-century malaise called "alienation."
For them, this means particularly a certain antagonism toward ·the mores and traditioI_ls which they
associate with the generation of their parents.
But as . Ern.est ·~Be.cke.r:-:.--has --shown:;itl.::.a : - :t:ecent·:bbok;~ .
Bey:-ond Alienation, the malaise is a more general
phenomenon than the generation gap, and its cause·
is the_ converging forces that constrict "human
po1,vers in the search for. the ;m~aning. 11 The :rria:laise,
at the botto~, the "anxiety of meaninglessness 11
identified by Paul Tillich a.s one of the three
11 existential 11
anxieties--anxieties arising from
a perfectly same view of man's situation--which has
successfully preoccupied Western man ••••.• •• .•••
This individual modification of the inherited
culture must come after a person has assimilated
one of the self-consistent, traditional views of
man•.s striving as meaningful . exertion. u:n-~il th~~
learner is ready to make his personal synthe.sis,
I repeat, he needs to identify himself with a .
sin,5-~le culture that he . feels to be his own." ( 21)
11

A bilingual child always faces this problem: When he enters
the school, he is made to realize, from the very start,

(20) Frances Brown and Joseph Slabey Roucek, Our Racial and

( 2i)

.National Minorities, Their History, .
-,•..
.-· Contribution and Present Problems, p.691.
Howard Nostrand, Toward a Bicu±tural Curricuitun, p. 1.
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what the burden and the impact of a double-language heritage means .

It is i~pressed upon him constantly, not only

in the school but likewise in all his other associations
outside his home.

It plays havoc with his home life, with

hi·s relations to his parents, his f:i;-iends, his relatives.
In -school, English is emphasized to the -exclus:j.on of any
other language, ·. even if tb,at language was the language of
his confusion, anxiety, and misunderstanding.
unhappiness.

There is

This havoc can be brought about in the mental

and emotional development of immigra nt-born child by such
insidious attack upon the child's morale and self-respect.(22)
Bilingual children are depressed and frustrated in . this
sense.

The only way in which they can change their attitudes

is when they reailize that their mother t9ngue is important
· to them as well as to other Americans.

In other words,

after he discovers that many other people study his mother
tongue or it is used in his surroundings, his attitude toward his la.nguage and his own culture change~_•

(22) Frances Broiivn , and Joseph SJ.a bey Roucek, Our Racial and

, National MiI1.Qrities, Xheir History,

Co~ibutions,
p.

9.

.

and

Prese:i;it Problems,
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With this changed attitude toward his language comes a
changed attitude . toward himserf.., .toward h~s J?arents, and
toward all the things of his own cultural heritage.

As

Brown and Roucek point out, when the' young generation of
Italian-American is moved "to study Italian (or another
language) because a thing to be desired: pride in his
cultural heritage superseded shame and a sense of inferiority; an ambition to measure up. to his (the child's) tradition replaced disregard for them.(23)
Gonzalez also indicates in her .study of

11

The

Spanish-American of New Mexico: A Heritage of Pride" that
the performance of bilingual ch+ldren is often superior
'

.

because this billngualism 11resupposes skill and fluency
in two languages.(24)

Fantini et al. emphasize that

11

bi-

lingual children's self-confident growth can be developed
in the use of the mother tongue. 11 ( 25)

There:forel°(Uli.barri

says,

(23) Ibid., p.690.
(24) Nancie L. Gonzalez, The Spanish-American of New
Mexico: A Heritage of Pride, p.21.
( 25) r..1~2,rio Fantini, 1[arilyn Gi ttel, and Richard !iiapat,
Community Control and the Urban
School, p.201.

I
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'
0ften the problems associated with minority
groups from cul tu.res other the,11: Anglo-American are
lumped together under thri label 11 bilingualism."·
This i -s done because bilinB;Ualism is the moEit
obvious differentiating factor of the minority
group member. Poverty, ·1ow educational attainment
ieveis, cultural conflicts, soc.ial 'disorganization,
and personality disorganization are all factors,
not so obvious and therefore, not often taken into
consideration ••• Language problems are actually symptomatic of deepe_r, Tu."1.derlying pro blerns. 11 ( 26)
11

7

~::·;-~ :~.··;,,:.:.~·-·
i:l .": :;_E·. ; .. , -- - ····--- .....--........
·1. ._,:~_ -,_ ._i_ ·,_<.::'. I. J 7 ._..
• • . __ ., __ ___ ___ .,..,...
..4, .. ~-,.,_, .... -•~----- --. ...... ..

"[
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~

(26) Hor~cio Ulibarri, Bilingu2lism and Bicultur2lism, p.18.

'
Behavior of The Bilingual
Within the life of a bilingual individual
who has moved from one linguistic milieu to another, his
language may ha.ve been used in distinctive physical and
social environments and at different parts of the life
cycle;

These changes might be due to differences in -~ the

perception or recall of experience associated with the two
.

I

languages;:: or to differences in verbally expressed values
in the two cultures.

This bilingual becomes competent · in

two cultures and learns to associate particular kinds of
content with each language.

In other "vords, the language

the child uses will influence how he perceives him.self
and how he is perceived in the community, since language
usage is often an important badge of group membership identification.

Thus, there is definite inter.play between the

lac·k of ·1anguage and the impairm.ent of his personality or

the deficiency of his social-cultural participation.
Hakes theorizes . that language is~ social

behavior.

If it is to develop, ; it must -b e: reward~q.~'. f21)
..

-...:

( 27) David Hakes, Bilingualism ·of the Bilingual Child,
a, S¥111posi1;IB1 Psyc~olo r;ical As pect of

Bilingualism, p.~26

I
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only by anoth0r person--the environment provides little
talking • . In other words, it - is extremely difficult to believe that anyone learns language without .an audience to
reward him.

Hakes points out further that the bilingual

is faced with probbems of discriminating between audiences,
learning to respond in English to some people and in the
mother tongue t'o others.(28)
of discrimination

as

He views this general sort

one which has to be learned by all

childre·n, whether bilingual or not.

I would say it is more

obviously seen among bilingual children.

For that child: :;

has to learn that verbal behavior which is appropriate for

his peers may not be rewarded by his parents.

Hakes argues

again,
,...·
~

"But the problem is co:ilpound for the bilingual.
He has to learn to discriminate a greater number of
different audiences, and some of those . which he
must learn to discriminate btl~reen his peers when
he is in school ( or at .lea.st within earsh~t of
a teacher)--an audience of English--and the same
peers when he is playing with them outside of
the school--an audience of Spanish. The audience
is composed of the same people .in both cases and
differs mainly in terms where these people are."(29)
Therefore, bilingual children may be punished
if the behavior is inappropriate...

:·... ·

(28) Ibid., p.226
(29) Ibid., p.227.

If the child speaks
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Spanish, for ex8.mple, in school, 'vvhere English is dominat-

_.,. . rh··,\,
d_
e .

ing, he is likely to be p11nished for using·i i tf an • i f

-

speHks l!:nglish at home or arriong his. peers outside of school,
he may also be punished.

The effects of punish'Tlent are

quite different from what one might expect.

I assume that

if the child is punished for spe.aking his parental language
in school, he may well be less likely to do so in the future.
For a long time he will forget his parental le,nguage.

Hakes

anr.3,l~rzes this situation in the following way,
"The effect o_f punishment is not to weaken
the behavior but rather only to supre s s it. The
behavior·-,has not really disappeared. It is being
held dovvn by the fear of further punishment--by
anxiety. The emotiona.l behavior of anxiety h2s
become stronger tho.11 the punished behavior. But
the effect is not that of setting _the child to
speak English rather than his native language.
The effects are, more likely, tha t the child will
stop talking in school altogether."(30)
Even if bilingualism brings more revvard than
puni~1hment, it ca.n be predicted that bilingual children
have less chances to speak their ovm mother tongue.

They

may have problems of adjustme.:g.t whj_ch have seldom been
recognized.

Even linguists have rarely exploited the

possibilities of immigr2.nt bilingualism for its bearing on

------

(30) Ibid., p.227
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problems of linguistic theory.
treated as neccessary evil.(31)

And bilingualism has·been
Haugen concludes that the

problem has not been merely one of syntax and grmnmar, but
'
has entered into the very structure of the child's person-

ality development.(32)
Lambert considers that when viewed from a sociopsychological perspective, •••••. , one anticipates that if
the language is ?,ppropriately oriented, he me.y find that by
1e·arni:q.g another social group:' s lci.nguage he has made the
crucial step in becoming an accul tura:ted pert of a second
linguistic-cultural community.

Advancing towf,rd bicul turat -i -

.sm :·in this senos may be vi·ewed as a broadeni:µg experience
in some cases, or it can engender "anomie," a feeling of not
comfortably belonging to one social group or to the other.(33)
Thus, many people suggest the:t dete,rmine.iits of behavior are
rel8.ted to gross cultural differences and linguistic nuances
of persons from varying backg-.cou.nds.

This indicates that

children of ethnic group do f2.ce a lot of conf;lict, owing
to language learning and usage.
f :. - -; .: :-:
,:_:, ,. ,:,

.

~,

·,:

· .i .-~ _:

i f:;.'. .-'. , ..

(Jl) 1E1nar Haugen, op. cit., p. _2 .
(32) Ibid~\ p.2..
': .:. ,·
. J·;·.
,'._,., · ··
.:.'. ·
(33) W.G.Lambert, H.C.Gardner, Horton and ILTunstall,
A Study of the Role of Attitudes and Motivation in Second Lanp;uaq;e Learnin!f,. _p.473 .
. ..· ...

~
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Language Usage
As mentioned in chapter one, the continuation
of a la~guage means that social cultural elements will also
be maintained.

This is especially essential for social inter-

-

action; language plays a significant role in the process of
human development, and the infant's first cries, which are .
primarily reflexive responses . to the environ.'Ilent start the
child off toward a more structural system of-both verbal
and written signs ·and symbols.

Language is an· inseparable

part of culture, so the choice of vvhich to be used depends
on cul turo.l, spatial, and tempor2.l contexts..
l'w.s

And one e ohe

learned words or phrases, successful cornmunic 2.tion re-

quires the.tone also u11derst2snds the concepts, attitudes
and feelings they allude to. ( 34)

Ulibarri emphasizes t]::::·~

thc1t loss of the la:n,guage precipitates the loss of the culture, and the loss of the culture reinforces the loss of the
language.(35)

All in all, it is not too much to say that

one of the really important functions of the language is to
constantly declare to society the psychological place held
by all of its members.

There is an intimate relationship

(.34) Howiu'd Lee Nostrand, Tovmrd a Bicultural Communication, p.l.
( 35) Horacio Ulibarri, Interpretive. of Bilinp;~al Ed.ucat~on; -p.10

I
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between the child, his family, his community, his la.nguage,
and his view of the world.

During childhood, many child~en

of ethnic groups look physically d"ifferent and they cannot
communicate in English in : the classroom.

They are

immediate-

ly labeled as inferior and are neglected.(36)· As Hertzler
points out, the multiplici t _y of absolutely essential ,:c:ontacts
.
(
with the speakers of the major or the dominant languaee tend
to foster disuse of these speakers.' own to.ngue.

Therefore,

we have a first generation. of biliriu<TU.als among whom there is
a great resort to the ·mother tongue, but whose English is
poor; the second generation 'tends to be slough off its foreign tongue and speak fair English; the third generation become~ monolingual, having dropped th immigrant language altogether.

Therefore, identity c_risis wi,th · its subsequent strain,

results from the conflict ·of two cultures.
scents are stimulated.

The etrn1ic adole-

They desire to identify with family,

peers and g-~eater 8dults worlds within the community.

The

community is influenced by the dominant langu~ge which so
much emphasizes the dominant culture's lack of acceptance of
cultural diversity.

In a community where two entirely differ-

ent languages are spoken, a sneaker frequently faces a choice

( 36) rllieko S. Han, "l)esira,g,ili ty of Biliil[;ual }:;clucation in
the $apanese-American Community" in
Bi!~n,r;;~al Schooling in ~}1c: ..!h.§_., p.199,
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between two languEges, and the same variables th2.t bear

U!)On

choices of lexical or phonologiacl details can also influence
the choice ·of languar:Se.
complex.

In a multilingual society, it is not unusual to find

a. =nan who spe a ks language
with liis

An incii vidua1·• s · language use is very

11

A" with his parents, langua.ge IIW'

wife and his children, language 11 C" at work, _and

language "D" in his dealing vd th the governmten. t.

In e2,ch of

these roles, Jhe chooses the appropriate language, . anc:i. chooses
cultural and .· other attitudes that go along vvi th the language, ( 37 )
As would be expected, English (in this country)

is the,morc .'f'.or.tnal- languB,g;ec..

It is us e d in schools, in busi-

ness, in g overnment offieee, and it tends to bG used 1.vi.th strang ers who ma y happ en to be of the same ethnic gTou-p.

Tro-

the1· tongues, on the .other hand, a:.ce used only \vhen speaking
to familJr members, especially grandparents and pa:rents who
speak little Er~,:;lish or none a,t all.
le arnin g enviro11i.J1en-t is emphs.siz ed.
11

However, an inch vidual' s
As Weir.neich points out,

A child learning both l2,ngu2ges in its familial

and pl:y environment, for example, may be equiped to
de a l vli th everyda,y things in a unilinguc1l school, it
will l'wve difficulty in disscus,~,ing these learned to:picf, in the other lan1~iuag e, m1d in an attempt to do
so, it will be prone to mix th ci two languages. ii ( 36 )
LeoDold describes his drmghter I s active speech which

(37) Hor a cio Ulibarri, o:;;i.c:Lt., p.17
( 38) Ibid. , p. 81

1I

.

consisted of a mixture of German and English words.

During

the first two years of her life, she learned to understand
both la11.::,cru.ages, but she had "native like control 11 only ··
o;f English.

This indicates that many bilingual ha.ve differ-

ent la.nguage usage.

Simon Herman, in his article.! "Explor-

ations in the Soc·~ al-psychology · of language choice," · concerns himself with the choice :getYveen two or more languages
as a person in an overlapping situation, i.e. is located
in the common part of psych'olog;.tcal situations that exists
simultaneously for him.(39)

Also the rate of adoptation ,

varies greatly with the psychological and social attitudes
of the individual.(40)
Another aspect refers to the habit of bilingual conversations in the home, ,ivi th the parent ut.ilizing
the non-English language and the child answering in English.
This happens to ethnic families commonly.

At. times this

seems to have happened with no manifestat'':l.on of tension,
as a concession to the parents, but at other ·timest
'
·...;.

· '·

!

. J

_; _ --

::

•

(39) Simon Herman, "Explorations in the Social-Psychology
. of Language Choice" ·1n Readinp; in the
Sociology of Language, p.49.
(~O) Ibid., p.51.
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these two-way conversations involved differences of attitudes toward the languages used, and are attended by feelings
of tension, embarrassment, or bitterness.

It seems both

inevitable and obvious that the nature of linguistic development should have . meaning in the ' ;proces.s of personality
formation, as James Bossard point 6uts.(4i)
his analysis into three sections.

He divides

The first is the double

li~guistic task: the acquisition of two lallc,()'\lages and facility in their use increases tremendously the task imposed
upon a child.

This deals v•1i th the added strain of shifting

from one to the other.

The 1bili~ual child has to face the

double task, to make an extra effort, to place himself under

a double strain, merely to gain the means of ordinary communication with his fellows.(42)

Second . is the role of

bilingualism in the development of conf;idence in the self.
Bossard states,

(41) James Bossard, "The Bilingual as a Person--Lingualistic
Identification with Status" in A.S.R.,
p.700.
(42) Ibid., p~702.
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The development of self-confidence is a ,hase
in.the process of growing up. It has its time
dimension, measured in terms of the years of _the
first -t wo or three decades .of life. . In this process,
the ability to express oners self adequately: and
acceptable is of very great imoortance. Here again
the bilingual child and youth are apt to experienc~
a iua.hdic:~-P• Especially is this the case when the 11
other". language is ·~one that is · nbt,:· socially: accept:.:. ,
able."(43)
.·
11

•

'-

· -. ,!

The last aspect is the social ridicule which children center

up.on the linguistically variant.

Children can be diabolical-

ly cruel to each other, and linguistic differences are often
magnified by them for the purposes of ridiculing their comrades. ( 44)

Bossard' s three aspects of liD.i::,o-uistic develop-

ment gives a clear picture of bilingual children's speech
as rele,ted to the processes of personality formatj_on.

Take

an example from Herm&"l who describes an e:thnic child regarding his mother tongue and his dominant language.

He states,

"I was conscious of a constant sense of irritation at being unable to express myself adequately .
and precisely, and gradually realized that my general level of thinking was being affected by this
state of affairs. It seemed as though I was ad.justing my thinking within the capaclty range of
my ability to express myself, in other words, to
an infantile level ••• I withdrew from contact '.Vi th

(43) Ibid., p.702.
(44) Ibid., p.704.

,
I

Isralis as much as possible, and began to mix
more and more with English speaking people.
Among such company some · of my self-confidence
was restored; · It was exhilarating to be able to
discuss and converse without strain and effort. 11 (45)
With reg~rd to all that has been mentioned
above, ethnic immigrants are, for at least an initial
period, in the position. of marginal man in terms of language usage.

Many writers tend to agree that the transition
.

.

from one · language to another is fraught with deep implications for the personality of the ethnic immigrants, and
there are occasions when they need to speak the language
with which they 8.re familiar, in vm.ich they can fully
express their O\Yn selves.

The general. problem of _how

cultural background inf'luences behavior in an immediate
situation is very important.

Saville and Troike assert

that the recognition in the school of the child's mother
tongue and . cultural heritage ·enhance that child's selfesteem. ( 4.6)

According to Davison, Guerra, and Manuel, by

denying an individual his native language an implication
has been made that the individual's language, culture, and

(45) Simon Herman, op. cit., p.507.
(46) Saville and Troike, op. cit.,. p.19.

I
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heri ta.ge are of no worth, and thus confidence (security) and
'

pride (self-esteem) have been destroyed.(47)
The individual 'who has a ·masteryof his mother
tongue and of a second language will have greater self-esteem
than the individual with mastery of the second lan,_guage but
not mastery of the moth~r tongue.

Thus I will use below

the different patterns of Williarn Mackey 1 ·s wrl.lingual and
bilingual home to study a group of senior high students to
consider the effects of language usage Upon self-esteem.
The significance of their lnguage ability and its relations
to sel:f-csteem 9 n bilingual Chinese-Arnerican students ( according to their birthplace) is the essential thrust of this

study.

(47) Ned J. Davison, Guerra J.Eanuel, anc1 Manuel Herscheb,
quoted from K through 3 succesfully, A Progress Report
of the Sustained Primary Program· for Bilingv.al Students,
SUbin:mited by i·1Iary T. Keith, p.27.

I

Chapter

III

The Survey

I

Chapter III·"·

Procedure
This:; study is three-fold~

:B1 irst of all,

it is

a survey of comparative progress made in th~ mastery of the
Chinese and l~nglish language on the part of senior high

students of Chinese descent in New York Oity.

From this

analysis we may better understand th~ relationship between
bili11t.,CTUalism and self-esteem.

Secondly, it is an attempt ···•.

to study a number of factors that may further hinder the
children in their mastery of their mother tor1i-gue and English.

Pursuit of the first objective of this study was co~plicated

by the following factors: the students I dealt with spoke
. various Chinese dialects, English, and some Spanish.
pla.ce of abode

anu

enced self-est e em.

Their

thefr place of birth also greatly influThese "qualifying" ·factors finally be-

came so prominent that they themselves became a third aspect
of the study.

Therefore, this study seeks to delineate the

bj_lingual as a person·, and the r.elation of bilingualism to

personality development.

What is .the significance of being

reared in a home in which one ltmguage is spoken, ancl living
subsequently in a society which utilizes another lRnguage?
i.i .. ~ J.. •

·1'·
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As noted in the previous ch_a pter, the study is handic~p~d
by the use of the word "bilingualism" and

11

How does a person qualify as a bilingual?

bilingua1.u
For purposes of

research Soffietti suggests that elear-cut distinction . be
made _betwecn ltbilingualism" and

11

bibulturalisrn."

He outlines

four basic types of situations that usually confront the
researcher. ( 48 )

There arE.~ bilingual-bicul tural persons,

bilingual-monocul tural_ persons, monolingual-bi cul tv..ral persons, .and monolingual-mono cultural persons.

A

person in

the first cntegory is usually considered the true bilingual.
He is able or actually does ., participate intimately in two

cultures.

The second group would be that of a child of

immigrant parents who, for a number of reasons, ha.ve given_
up their parental language, but have not _given up their
parental custom_s , beliefs, and value systems.

The third

one wouid be that of a child who partici-pates solely in one

culture, but who h2.s learned to use a second language either
in school or at home.

For example, when one or both of the

parents ::1re bilingual and have decided that 2.t least one of
them shall 2_lways speak to the child in the foreign langua.g-e ,

(t~8) Wuriel and Troike, o p . cit., p .19.
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although the remaining aspects of cultural behavior are
those of the community at large.

The last one vrnuld be

that of the child who lives in one culture and speaks only
English.

The bo-g.ndaries between these four quadrants are

difficult to draw and the cate gorization of any bilingual
is likely to be ridden with some ambiguity.

I would consider

the subjects vvhom I studied to be bilingual;:..bicul tural • . (Besides those forei gn-born recent arrivEls, Chinese-American
students tend to speak English often. )

Regarding the ex--

tent of biline,ualisrn. and bicul turalisi]1 among these subjects,

I found there were some obstructions to the study of bilingu c::.lism 8xn.ong Chinese immigrant children.
be divided into three gToups.

to give information.

The children can

One gToup app ears reluetruit

Feelings of shame or embarrassment

are manifest, or a certain degree of impatience, as though
the earlier linguistic experience is now forgotten ai.'1.d that

it hELd better remain so.

A second group, ·while quite will-

ing to discuss the study and to give information, seem to
reflect an almost a f;gressive pride in their linguistic background.

These are persons who have utilized their bilingual

equipment in social ways, . and prefer to emphsize only the
cducation2.l and cultural values of facility in more than one
l a ngu age.

The third group experiences the immigrant sens e
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of inf erio.r i ty about many things, including language, but
::

now, after becoming establi°shed in life, again becopie

conscious, and· perhaps proud of th~ir mother tongue.

This

group of students is not +arge but thoy are the most co..

operative.

Besides t~e ·ab~ve, there ~~ppen to be several

group~ngs of Chine.se students, according t o their birthplace.
The two main groups are the Cliinese spea.kil'.41 ,.

and English speaking gToups.

There are also smaller Spanish-

speak~ng and Burmese-speaking groups

in:' the school. x-

Two factors handicapped ·me t in: ~r;ny;· ~ppr6Efch< to non-Chinese-

speaking groups.

1. Bein€~ for e ign-horn myself,. I found it easier to relate
to immigrant students from either Hong Kong or Taiwan and
they were more open to me and generally more co-operative.
On ·the other hand, - this makes me less accessible to .those

who are American-born.
2. Due to the fact that I speak only Chinese and English, I
had no ch~nce to get in touch with Spanish~~peaking and

Burmese-speaking Chinese students.
This study also encountered a typical problem
in social research, namely, winning the co-operation of

e.dministrativo personnel.

The writer had thought about

this important factor and tried to get a p~rmit before the

,._:'

..

~-
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study commerced.

During the fall holidays in 1972, the

writer went to New York City purposely to ask for a permit
at one of the schools whore a large number ·of. Chinese

American students are in ·at.tendance. *

According to the

research policy in New York City,' an application should be
made through the Bureau of

Educational Research (Brooklyn)

for permission to carry out research work.

Usually, it

takes at least a month to go through the whole process of
applicRtion. . In <>ther words, we would not . be able to do
anything during the winter term until we get the permit
from the :Bureau.
In addition, the Chinese immigrant's culture
Jiandicap.s the progress of the study.

The Chinese immigrants

have brought with ·them the cul turi=3,l trappings of a rigid

social order in which they generally occupy the lowest
position.

The cultural baggage includes many of the customs

and beliefs responsible for boundary maintainance and social

*

Since there was a delay in receiving permission
from ::the,_ -.·B ureau of Educational Research, I was
directed to worlr with students t organization
instead of the school.
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control in a socie .t y having clearly. defined hierachies of
cla.ss and status .

As Colin Watanabe points out .

I

"The doctrine of .f ilial piety and unquestion-ing res'pect for and deference to authority were
among the_ fund8..mental beliefs of Asian( Chinese)
society. The individual was expected to acquiensce
to far.o.ilial and social authority, even to the
point of sacrific:i.ng his· personal desires -and
ambitions. · These beliefs permeated all of Asian
society coloring every hurnan relationship. 11 ( 49)

So these Chinese, including staff and students, in school,
thought the research should be done according to the
Research Authorities guidelines.

They were glad to co;;;.

opere.te wj.th me but the Authority came first.
While _I was waiting for the permit during
the ea.rly weeks of the study which v;ere indeed anxious one,
I did not waste them, butuseid the time to interview some
students at the school.

I tried· also to contact other places

in case I could not do my research at this particular school.
When we received permission, it arrived at the time of a
r

regent'~, test which most of my respondents had' to take.
This was very important· to them for attend:j_ri..g colleges.
Afte·r . the test, there was a one week semester break, followed by the Chinese Nev, Year.

most of the students did not

(49) Colin Wat anabe, -r··Self Expression and the Asian-American
1:ixneriences, p.
Z
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go to classes and some schools where many Chinese-A-rnerio\an
attended have vacations for Chinese New Yeex ;1.

In conc llu.s-

1-·.

ion, January was a difficult time to .do a survey in New
York schools with senior high Chinese-American students.
This period when the schools-were having frequent holidays,
i.e., New Ye$.rs, Martin · Luther King Memorial Day, Chinese
New

Year holidays and term recess.

Meanwhile, this month

was the busiest month fo~ ·senior high students in New York
City because of th@ r:e.g ent '"i:3:: t·est. ·
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Method
The subj et ts ··.of· the study were selected
from members of senior high schools.

The auestion.:..
,.

naires were completed by 144 subjects and interviews
wer e conducted with 32 st~dents, between the age of
15 and 21.

1973.

The study took place ·.in New York City.,

The subjects were orignally_ chosen to con-

stitute foreign-born Chinese-American students 9 to
be compared v,i th a group of American-born Chinese
students.

In addition 250 copies of .the question-

naires vrnre distributed to two schools an<i two organizations, which either have a large ·number of :Chinese-American students or are near Chinatown in New
York City.

The sample consist·s of the 581;(144 out

of 250) of the students who returned the questionnaire.
Except for the fact that it contains a greater proportion of foreign-born Chinese-American students, this
sample is probably representative of the general patterns obtaining in the larger American-born and foreign-born Chinese communities.
The measure of nelf-esteem used in this study
is a six item Guttman Scale which haei a co-efficier:i.cy of
reproducibility(C of R) of .9043.

The Guttman Scale items

are here represen"!;ed, in o::rder, from the strongest to the
weal-;;:est

.,

,. .

~

-'!'

..•, ..

response.

The sea.le is computed on the basis of responses
the subject wa.s asked to check

made to the statement which
11

strongly agree ·; 11

agree,

11

11

agree,

11

11

disagree, 11 and

v;hen applied to hi:11.self.

II

stro.p.gly dis-

A part of Rose.nberg' s

self-esteem statements are used in the ouestionnaires.
".

The items were presented in. a different ord·er.

In ·the Self-

esteem Scale, positive and negative statements vrere presented
alternately in order to . reduce the danger of re~ponse set.
In those scales presente_d , "pos:t:t:lv,0 11 responses are ·indicated
by asterisks .
8.p:';)CP.,l"

Reproducibility and Scalability Coefficients

at the 15ottcm:I:'6f:;~·;the 't ~Uttma.n;:'. '.S caJ.es. The statements

l'E~ s ponses considered positive., in the sense that they

i?nc1

are assumed

to

indicate a ' favorable attitude tovrarc1 oneself,

are:

1. I

fl...,_"Il

able to do things as well

as

most other people.

2. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.

3. I feel that I am a .. person of worth, t .at least on an
equal place with others.

4. All in all,

I

am

inclined to feel that I am a failure.

5. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.
6. I wish I could have more respect for myself.
(See Appendix· III)

II
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According to John MacNamar.a, in order to get
c1,round the dj _f ficul ties involved in directly measuring the
degree of bilingualism by means of tests of reading, writ-

ing, speaking, and listening, a number of indirec·t measures
have been devised.(50)

Regarding testing degrees .of bi-

lllil.ngualism, there·arerating scales, tests o~ yerbal fluency, flexibility tests and -tests of dominance.

The techni-

que most frequently employed to determine the degree of
bilingualism is the language background questionnaire.
Most questionnaires_ of this type derive from the work of
Hoffman(l934) and ·require' the subject to est:imate the extent
to which each of his languages is used in his home.

f;iac-

Nanrnr. . a considers that the r _eliabili ty of su.ch measur·es is
generally quite high, yet it remains to _be seen how validly
they _describe linguistic background, and, further., how
validly- linguistic background can be use_d to predict language skills.(51)

The other form of rating scale is a self-

rating language skills.

. JYJacNamEna found it less nmverful

than a richness of vooabulary test (described belov1)

(50) John Ma.cNamara, op. cit, ' p.58-66.
(51) Ibid., p.62.
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in disting\iishing by the influence of examination marks.
Many subjects rated . their skills in their second language
above those in their first language if their marks in the
secnnd language were higher · than those in the first, although the mEirks were patently non-comparable·. (52)

The

second method is fluency tests, of which there ar.e · a number
of economical End convenient forms·; which' .:measure· speed>
of response to verbal production in two lan.guages.

third type is Flexibility Test.

The

This is JViacNa,.nara' s so-

ca.lled "richness of vocabule..ry 11 test.

MacNaznara found that

results obtained with hi~ test could be used to explain

80% of the variance in degree of bilingualism as determined
by experience in the .:,languages. (53)

A

d·ominance test is

. one in which a ·bilingual is c-onf:i:-onted with an ambiguous
stimulus (which could belong to . either of two languages)
e,nd ingenious, but their validity as measures of degree of
bilingualism remains in doubt. ( 54)

The.~rating scale is

applied in this study, bect-:mse · I thought it-- would be simple
and time-saving, though the method was not very accurate

(52) Ibid., p.60.

(53) Ibid., p.61.
(54) Ibid., p.62.
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according to MacNamara.

Lambert, Havelka and Gardner (1959)

have gone further than others in their studies of how to
measure degree of bilingualism, py ·using all four types
of indirect measures.

The . result was that all such measures

were intercorrelateq. and could be interpreted as measuring
a. ·.single fac~or. ( 55)

been validated.

Nevertheless, the methods have never

To correct this omission is surely the

.next task in .the study of how to measure bilingualism.
In this study, the measure . of language ability by using
self-rating for language skills ·is scalable through. Guttman
Scalab±-lity.

(55)

The coefficiency of reproducibility is 0.99.

Ibid., p.62.
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Questionnaire

The prime function of the-.use of questionnalres
in an interview is· standardization of. the int erviewing proce_s s.

The questionnaire is used primarily to verify exist:--

ing theories and the hypotheses derived from some recent
s.t udies regarding bilingualism.

In terms of .ef_:ficiency, _
.,~,

the questionnaire affords savings in time, :labor, .-.and .above
all, :money. ·

For this purpose, the questionnaire is used

for_ this study.

Of course, there are many problems regard~

ing questionnaire use which have been indicated _very clearly
in Sjob cr:; ond Nett' s "A Methodolop;y for Social Resea.r_:_Qh" (

1968, p.119-211).(56)

Ther-e are certain problems which

must be considered f'or this kind of study besides the struc-

ture of the questionnaire.

1. /A study

with immigr2.nt children in a metropolitan area

should·._._t .ake -.:i:into ·:_:: account. '.: their social si tua.tion.

filany

ethnic im::nigrant children, especially in urban industrial
societies, undergo multiple conflicts and ple,y multiple
roles.

As Sjoberg and Nett assert,

11

to adjust to thE"J diver-

(56) Gideon Sjoberg and Hoger Nett, A Methodolop;y for
Social Research, p .119-211 : -
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,.
gent social pressures, they may ·compartmentalize their

thought ways to such an extent that they are able to .think
and act in a variety pf ways, depending up..oh the social
situation."(57)

Thus questionnaire may . involve norms

associated with one situation, whereas a change in the
co.ntext of the question may·- suggest to the respondent quite
another situation, and so prompt him to provide a different
set· of answers.

This tendency 1s inevitable in that the

respondent may not even be aware of the discrepancies in
his replies.

In depth in:tervie-wi~ may ,·:come '. to ....oo-rtpst,with .:
I \_

this problem.
2. The field worker must seek to understand the respondent's
symbolic environment, which :t:_ollows from the premise that
"the more homogeneous the working universe with respect to
culture (including :Languages) th~ simpler it is for the
scientist to dev:el.op adequate q_uestions.11.(58)

With these

groups of Chinese-American students who are American- and
foreign-born, the problem is quite obviously seen.

A

foreign-born Chinese student may not be willing or capable

of answering questions in English.

Understanding becomes

the main issue: some of the questions should be explained

Sjoberg ~nd Nett, op. cit., p. 201.
Derek Philips, Knowledge from W.hat, p. 108.

._.

!I

L
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to the respondents.

....r

... ~J

...

~on

the other hand, some kind of loyal-

,

,.·

+••

"

ty to their .own lapguage is a tie up which makes them refuse to answer· · in an English~--questionnaire-. · An ·Americai1-

born Chinese- student :may feel embarrassed ;_. to."i:1ook :·.at ·..;the
Chinese- -questionnaire because of the inf'eriori tu experience

of immigrant life.

Identity cr~~is has become a big ·issue

in this decade and language becomes a sensitive · thing with
regard to one's self-image.

Thus, the questionnaire · should

be prepared in two languages_ sep~.at'.el.:y,::-- so that the respond-

ents can choose whichever they prefer.
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Interview
.·

.~ .

Since-- the interview involves a complex set .- of
interactions between persons ,•,i-ho occupy particular s-tat"11ses
in• .the social order, unstructured method of interviewing
was Uf:3e<i This method uses certain fo rmulated general quest .ion, · but question~asking ~process wB.s unst:r:u ctured for· the
most part.
The interviews were very successful. Two factors ,

I believe, accounted for this success: the interview langu.age and the fact th_a t people's performance on various psychological tests ar e affected by the race of the experimente~
In this case, the race of experimenter coincided with that
of subjects studied.

Besides , la..viguage provid sd a pivotal

po.int for the interview.
- born and Cuban- born,

Except for thos e who were American
and those fdr~ign - born who had

been here for a long time, intervievvs were done in Chinese
11ian.darin and/ or Cantone13e to help put the intervie11vee
at ease.

In most cases, th e inte·rviewee. tended to uset .

mixed sentences or mixed phrases.

This shows· t liat ·for

bilin2,uals who have been · interacting mainly with othe:c
'

bilingual for a long . time, the model fo1· each of their
language is not, monolingual usage of these languages, but
rather modified forms of those languages, as spoke:!1 by the

.:~ .--=.-•-

bilingua ls themselves •.
Interviews were mainly recorded on t a pe.
Some o·f the reaporideritS b ecame pani~ed•: when· we.·began:, to
,,

tape the. int ervi~wf.~ Be-cause:<of 1)t'his;.:::the·:~,tape. :,recorder·.:-::

.....
was: kept~ o.u it c0;ti.rs_igh~.:.: m-ost /.\Qf~~-t!J.e tilne .':ffll1eli. .:~_ttte

interview was being· undertaken.

~/:~iJe

·t_>_i_c:

We also respected the

wishes of those who prefered that their speech not be

recorded.

Analysis of the study
In this study, .t here were 144 subjects;

7.3 males and 71 females • . Nlost of the subjects lived in
Cb.inatonwn whil~ the . others ;1 l?-,ved throughout New York
C~ty. (Table 1.)

.R egarding language ability, for which:.a. self-

rat:ijig -·sc~l.,e·:; ..( 11 1 11 being excellent and

I

11

5 11 being poorest)

was used, Table 2. shows that .the majority of the sub1

jects . can be called· bilinguals without considering the
reiia.ti ve mastery of each language. ~-And many of the students had read newspaper.s, movie magazines, and books in
Table 1. L:tving areas of the Chinese:--American students
in New York Chi!latowri and .New York City,

Chinatwon

Foreign-born
Chinese

American-born
Chinese

Total

41

17

58
~'-·

Some,vhere in
Manhattan

35

14

49

Bronx

J

0

3

Brooklyn

8

3

11

11

3

14

2

5

7

Queens
Other
No information

2
--

- 0-

Total

102

42

2

14~

57
I

Table 2. The I,ar1t:,o-uage :Ability of the Chinese-American

:Students

Chinese lan;guage ability
1

2

3

4

no inform-

.5

~·ff:) ~L

-1
..1..

Total

ation
-·

Speaking•

54

24

20

22

21

3

144

Writing;· ;,~· 5. ,J -::

53

35

24

17 12

3

144

Und.e :i~standing

30

28

29

lS- 42

3

144

-

English l anguage ability

Speaking
Writing:.

ir1.

Under·st~-nding

1.

2

3~:

4

54

22

45

14

50

32

40

54

22

45

no -inform....
ation

Total

6

'; 3

144

8

11

...·3

144

14

6

3

144

5
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Chinese, many of vJ-hich were avaliable at home. Thus, it \
can be said that there was · access to the mai:rb.ta.inance of.
their own language. (Table

3.)

Because of ·their ability

to spea.k and, sometimes , to read in their parental language, the following stEttements . are significant.

1. Out of 144 subjects, 131 felt that a speaking, reading, and writing knowledge of Chinese was Etn important way to bring understanding anc1 harmony into the
life of their families.
2. filhere v;,ere 115 sub.j;etYt's~; out of 143 ( one card was ignored) . who felt that a speaking, reading, and writing
knowledge of both Chinese and J<~nglish was an important way to bring understanding Hnd harmony into Amer~ ·
ican sociE::ty. Among those who answerE~d iwgati vely, 22
subjf:cts con~3icle:rcd thi::::,t English tvas more :b1portant

than Chinese, whilt) 8 affirmed the opposite.

Table 3. The number of Chinese Readers and Books Avail-

able @.'t Hom®

-·---·- ---·--·•"O'-- . I sometimes ·read

Av ailable at home .

··--· -· - - - - · - - Chinese Newspaper

70

96

rtovie ~-'' agazines

63

66

Books

46

55

Story BooJrn

57

81

COli".ic

---------·-··-·-·· •·--- ··-·----·· ------ - ---·- ·- - - - - - --·-•..-... ·-

- - -~

59

J

f

3. 116 nubjectEi of the total number of 14A felt thnt a

\

spoaking, writing, and reading knowledge of both Chine i:;e
anc.1 English was

Em

importEmt

Y!El}/

to

heiehte:n self-

pride in their life.
• 1~8 of the 144 Chinese-Amer:Lcan students

indicated thtijt thted.r first language w2s GhinesEi, 10
that their first la.nguagc was English, and 6, that their

first

L.c1 ngue.geE:➔

were Chinese and English. At home, 104
.

(totei.l nurnber·:·, of·'-resp9nses ··.to this question) students
spoko the Chinese language to their parents; only three:
otuden-ts inDicated tha.t English was the only lE1,r1.c-u.ege
us e d in spec.king to their p2.rent:::~. 30 subjects anS\vered
·:;J.Lc t tl.wy used both ChineBe and :Gne;li::.ih while they tFlkecJ.
to their- p2.rents. The follovd.ne; figure shoiHr:, hovv often
thEiy spc-:r,k Chinese vtith thEdr rclaj;-ives and friends.

Table 4. Speaking Chinese with flglativcs and .Friends AHl.Ong
Chinese-American Students

I .speak Chinese
with my

--·•-·--"•-·-

All the Often r'' Some+,-'.. ··A,·:'. . . Never..,No_:· Total
times li ttl,~ -;:-~ ~-''
time
answer
,. _._,,_,_-, -,-·•··'"'''" ~. ---- ··-· - ·•.,.-···

0

144

0

144

7

3

lt~4

6

5

3

144

3

13

58

14-4

Father

1

143

0

0

{:

0

Mothc:,r

99

45

0

0

r.

0

Brothers

84

26

22

6

Sisters

91

26

23

61

5

.4
. ---·

Friends

---··•·•... "" ·

....._

--~-

>

' '
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In the homo of

H

typic8.l Chi.nese-American student, Chinj

eeo ie . likEily to bo tho. primary langu8.g e spoken, yet th ,
stuc1ent himself mF.iy be regarded as a · biJ.ingua:t,. This is
the rer-ml t of the American school s;fstem, in which the

English l anguage domina.teff.1 Whc~n there i 's a lack of a
'

bilingual hom.e, and the school functions as a un:illi:r:i.gud..l
,
.syr-item, the student may encounter a language problem tlw,t

cc1,u1::,:es conf'licts in himself.
The students may be divided i ·nto two g;roups~
according to birthpl8.ce. Table 5, indicates :bhat foreignborn stud. en.ts master the ir nrother tone;ue b e tter than the
Amer-ica.r.i-born.

Within the foreign-born group, the longer i:."'--:,,,. ··,

they st ay here, the more difficult 'it is to maintain their
:paren.te..l lari..r;uci.g o . (Table 14.' . in Chapter IV) ·-~:Tliis ·:teria:--ency ma..y be assume.cl to be a result o'f the neglect of their
p er e ntal la.ng:1p:1{~e in thei:r surroum1ines outsi<~e the home.
Th61..1. e;b. Chine s e courses are provi.decl. in soffi°e of the schools s

cinJ.y 79 out of 144. indic a ted that the:r, .took Chinese courses,
because they wanted to make friends with Chinei:::e gmrls(8)
'
or bc~c&.u se they could get credit -Bmtte
e a sily tha:.'l by tak-

ing other c o1Jtr-33S in English[(. 12 1 pc~rhe.ps, this can be con- .
sidered as a trt:msi tional period in v1hich English is still

' .l
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ewpha.sized in schools arid in American society. This will
be discussed further in Chapter IV~
Table 5. Chinese la:n;:;uB.ge ;Ability t3Eftv1ee.n the ~rHie;nborn a~1c1 Americt=-m-born :Students

--- -~-·-------Chinese langµage c ability

Foreign-born studenti:i
-------. --...
3 4 · 5 No inforro.- Tot2.l

-·~--- - - - -

1

2

cht.f on ~· -t~L~.;-.:::.:.

----------------------·---- -----Speaking

51 15 12

5

5

12

lOQ .

Writing ·.. ne:1 ·1_':,

29 18 22

8 11

12

100

Understanding

49 20

6

4

12

100

9

students
___ American-born
____
·-·- ·
,._,.

Spe2.king

Wrfting

.1.• • i

c<·~

Understanding

2

7 11

7 13

2

42

0

4

6 25

2

42

8

2

42

5

2 11 11

8
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Table 6. E.nglish Langua~G Ability Between the Foreign. b.o~n ~,nc1 Americ0-n-born Students

---·---~---- --·------------~------·-. ----~-,- English ·language e.bili ty

J!,orei.gn-born .students

- --- -------· -----------1

2

3

4

No inform.:.. Total

5

----22 14 36 10

Speaking
Writing

.

,.._.._,,_

J :: )

ation

---

6

12

·100

22 17 33

5 11

12

·100

23 18 33

8

12

100

6

American-born students

________ -------

-------

Speaking

30

6

3

1

0

2

42

Writine

24 12

3

l

0

2

42

Understanding

27 11

1

1

0

2

42

(-

Chapter

IV

Foreign-born and American-born
Students of Chinese ~escent in
New York City

,
(·

Chapter IV

Generally speaking, the mass movement of
individuals:~ into the United St~tes has bedn due to the
appeal of economic opportunities that .this country appears
to offer.

E2.rly ,i mmigrants from the Chinese ethnic group

·did not intend to stay in America for the rest of their
lives.

The first people who came over:·.envisioneo. a sojourn

which would be long enough to make enough money for a com-

fortable life upon returning to their respective homelands.
J)ue to a nu.rnber of circumstances, the primary one being

economic, many OI the Chinese and other immigrants stayed
on in "the land o:f opportunity."

When family members started

coning over, -~ and ,vhen single males began marrying women
brought over from ·China, it be.came evident th~t America
vms tc become the new home for these people, and for succ-

eediIJ{s generations.

Economically, the United States did

a"J?pear to promise a host of opportunities, but
. . - the majority
society \Vas not ful],.y ready to ace ept the culturally different forei gners from all over the wo:eld.

Bec;3,use of an un-

willingness to f'i t into the Americ8.n society, _many Chinese
remain apar t in Chinatowns.
comm.lmi t±.es,

In Chinatowns, homogen@ous

traditions and lif·e atylcs from China

2.r0 adhered to.

Thus, Chines(=: culture is partially
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difficulty in maintaining their oi,v-n. culture.

But many try

to retain their Chinese customs at home and to associate
\Yi th Chinese friends.

:Most of the young Chinese-AIItericans are caught
betwE:en two cultures.

James Bossard points out;, 'L:}F-!.

'.'In the United States, as in all countries, ~- -..
where _there are language minorities, there is the
add:e d dimension o:f:. ,gilingualism :; for , many:: per.sons;
oper~ting against a. b~storical background of immigrant sequence . ancl minori.t .y: group status. 11 ( 58)

He goes further and indicates,
"A second language and its vestiges are bound
up with the status of the ·particular minority group
which speaks . that language in thj_s diniEfnsion.• 1t ( 56')
The schools in Chinatowns have ::.; lways faced a
-J

number of new arrivals v,i th a language problem.

This problem

h.as recently :. b .eterr magnified due to the passage of the 1965
Immigra tion Act.

It is estimated that at least 20% of the

new 2.rri vo.ls are school age childr~n. ( 60)

Statistics about

-----(58) Ja~es Bossard, op. cit., p.709.
(59) Ibid., p.709.
(60) San :B'r~.nc~sco Chi~ese Cor~~~i tl_ Ci ~ize11s'_ Sur·ve and
~ 1 act
Pinding Corruni ttee Report (Abridged j!;ai ·ion_, p.154.
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new immigrants from the International Institute (Sah Fransisc_o ) indic2cte that . from April 1st, 1966, to December 31st,
1966, 4 7?,- out of 1,257 nevv arrivals were school-age children. ( 61)

From Feburary 1st, 1967, to September 1st, 1967,

another 434 school;;;. 9ge,~children,:: came. :. Lt:i.is ,,.not e-ve11'.: certain
that these figures are complete.
of

11

According to the ' report

The Chinese in Boston, 1970, 11 almost half of the Chinese

pupils __ enrolled in Boston public schools in 196§) were foreign-

born, but training in English as a second language was provided to only" one third of this group.(62) These data illustrate the fact that many schools vri th large numbers of
foreign-born Chinese-American students in Chinese communities
or metropolitan areas fa.ce the impact of bilingualism.

A

phenomenon ·which includes four characteristics is often
found among Chinese-Americans:
1. Two distinct languages are used in Chinese homes: the
parents use one of the Chinese languages,. and the children use English.
2. Those who are American-born and have chosen Chinese as

(61) Ibi d ., p.155.
( 62) 11 The Chinese in Boston, 1970, 11 p. 2.
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t··. their foreign lang:uage in high school or after public.

school, use that l~nguage with their parents and grand-.
parents--.

3. The language of exchange in the home is still the Chinese language.

The children most· of the time speak

I~nglish because they lack facility in Chinese language,
but the-older . folk answer in Chinese.
4 •.The parents still . speak to each other in their own lan-

guage.

·only a · few parents speak · English exclusively.
The study of· 11 Chinatov1n Report, ~969, 11 which

done by a Chinat0vvn study group at Columbia University,

WD.s

1970, shovrn significant differences in langu_age usage among
Chi.nese-Americans

as

follows:(63)

1. Hovi many members of your farp.ily unders'tand:
Only spoken English?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

513

18

10

5

5

5

l

1 •8

0 •9

0 •9

O• 9 . 0 • 2

90 • 8 3 • 2

7

8

9
565
1.4

100;~

Only spoken Chinese?
0

1

2°

3

4

.5

212

169

104

24

17

12

3

2.1

37.5 29.9 is.4 4.8

(63) "Chinatowm Report, 1969,"

{ r:•1

8

9

:N.R

T

10

1

3

2

8

565

1.8

0.2

0.4

0.4

1.4

100%

-~1 6

New York Chinatovm Survey, p. 27
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Both English and Chinese?
0

1·

2·

3

143

149

103

59

5·

6

7

8

9

N.R.

T.

"32

20

6

2

4

5

565

5.7

3.5

1.1

0.4

0.7

0.9

100%

·4

42

25.3 26.4 18.2 10.4 7.4

2. When speaking to you and others in the family, do your

chidren speak:
1~ !~~, 1: 12.
Only i")·;.i:L',?::, ·Mostly

:f::.pBoth
2.t:about

Chinese

Chinese

Only
English

218

59

19

19

53

368

58.2%

16%

5-7%

5. 7~~

14-4%

1007~

0

Most.ly
E~l.ish

T.

c 0 equal

3. To the best of your knowledge, do your children, v-1hile
with friends of approximately:· the same age, speak:
Qhlie:C.Et·:

Both
languages

equally

Don•t
know

T.

107

80

17

340

31. 57;

2J. 5% ·

alm◊-s-t

English
almost

136
407~

5%

100~

* N.R.

and T. on the table refer to No Response
and Total, respec_tively.

✓

The survey indicates th~t the Chinese la...~gua.ge
is still widely -use·d among adults.
children use mostly or only .English.

In 24. 2% of the hou:telibld~

Only 40 7~ of the house-

holds reported that when the children are with their peers
they use mostly Chinese; 31. 5f; reported that their children
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used mostly English runong themselves; and 23.5% use both
•Chinese end English. ( 64)
tha,t there

is

A · study by Lyman points out:~

great variation among the

·rsse:i. in

their

mastery of the English language._ Aboµt 2/3 of the males,
in . his survey, can speak, read and write English either
fluently or fairly v,iell; .whereas less than· 1;2 of the
fimales can do so.

The language ability of Nissei is

totally different.

In general, they have as good a co2mand

of the English language as

do

n·agive-born White Americans

or as the Issei have of the Japa.rtese language.

Their com-

petence in the Japanese language is very limited.

Only

one Issei can speak Japanese fluer;i.tly, and only two can
read and 'l'll"'ite Japanese poorly~

Twenty---tvlO out of the

thirty-six Niss:ei can speak Japanese fairly well and twenty~
·three speak it poorly.(65)

From these two studies, we ob-

serve that the realm o:f language is very crucial among
. ':·

these ethnic immigrants in this country.

Lyman also states,

interestingly, that the importance of lar1t,cruage in the process of assimilation is widely recognized.

Not only is it

(64) Ibid., p.JO.
(,- 65)
Stanford Lyman, The Asian in the rfost, p
. .
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one of the most important phases o·f cul tur·e, but also
affects the degree of rapidity of assimilation in other
fields of behavior, covert as well as overt.(66)
Considering Lyman's initial point, the writer
would like to apply Stanley and. ·Derald Sue's study of "
,.

-

Chinese-American l?ersonali ty and Mente.l (Heal t~)"to illuminate the problems of bilingual language ability.

According

to the Sue's study, the conceptual scheme of the Chinese~erican personality is illustrated by

a

scheme which i.n-

cludes the Traditionalist, the rtarginal ·Man and the Asian
American as shown in the following figure:(67)
conforms to ·
parental values--

adopts Chinese values
(Traditionalist)

Individual
refels against
b

a. Adopts Western values
(Marginal Man)
b. Develops Asian

Ame;r-ican values
(Asian American)

(66) Ibid., p
(67) Stanley and Derald Sue, "Chinese-American Personality

and .Mental (Health), 11 p.
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The Sues consider that the Traditionalist has strongly internalized Chinese values.

The second group,, comp.osed of Mar-

gi'nal Man and Asian American, r-ejects the Chinese vc::i.lues

1iue·. ·,t:0·~, the adop:tion of American values in school and society.
0

Here c:>ne assumes that an individual's behavior and selfconcept will be. influenced by his language usage and l&fgage ability.

The Traditionalist's self-worth will be de-

fined . by obedience to parents (Sue's assumption); by the
frequent use of his. mother tongue, and the mastery of that·
language.

Because communication of culture is very depen-

dent upon 11i'nguage, one con predict that one 1,,vho values his
mother tongue will also accept Chinese-values.

The marginal

Man ' ·s self wort.h is defined by the ability to accul tu.rate

into V~hi te society; he has not internalized . lids parental
society and he has not been -able to master his parental
, ..

language.

The Asian American's self worth is defined by

ability to develop a new identij;y, by getting to know more
about his cultural heritage a.nd ·his mother tongue~

He real-

izes th2.t the price of success has been great, not the least
payment being the .abandonment of language, culture, and much
of his · ethnic identity. ( 68)
nic language.

(68) Ibid., p.102.

He wants to r ·epossess his eth-
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These three types of Chinese-Americans r.:1.re
{•-..

.c: r<:.~/ ·•:·.~,J:·!

commonly found among Chinese immigrant children. · 1t can
be said · tha:t; the thir.d type is more or les_s influenced by

.,.

other ethnic minority groups. in the Uni tecI States who ar..e: aware
of their own ethnic identity.

Many people in this group
.•

have been imbued with a new sense of _e thnic consciousness-"have discovered that their ovm speech defects in English ·
are matched as well with their difficulties in communicating in Chinese, and no longer regarding their ·mother tongue
as inferior, are demanding that Cantonese be taught in
public schools and colleges. 11 (69)

For these re a.sons., the _study of Chinese~
American senior high students in New York . City :was undertaken.

The ethnic bilingµal child will become more pro-

ficient both in _his own langue.ge ·and in.~ the second language
which is English, if his own language is taught in public
school.

On the other hand, the conflict of two language ,.

usages, English, as represented by the school, and Chinese,
as represented _i n thE~ home 1 cause d a di vision of loyalty
within the child. -Tl~e study tried to t e st the fellowing
0

. :p.y-p _o:th,e ~-es:
..l ••

( 69) G_eorge L. Farmer, Educ at ion: The Dile:n.ma of the OrientalAmeri-can,- p.1I7.
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1. The learne.r's self...:;esteem will be positively developed

a.nd reinforced. when his parental language is commonly
used in his surroundings.
2. Among Chinese-American students 1 those who have high

language ability, both Chinese and English, will have
greater self-esteem than those who have lov.r language
ability.

3. Chinese-A..111erican students who have hip:11 scores in Chinese
_,_,., language ability·:,hav.e :·greater.; self.:..,esteem. than those..
who have low sco'res in Chinese langv.agc: ability.
4.• '.l'hose v.rho are foreign-born Chinese-American students

with high scores in Chinese language ability may have
gre8.ter self-este8m than those who are American-born
Chinese students with luw scores in Chinese.
5- There will be a significarit relationship between the

level of scilires in Chinese and in English language abili-ty and self-esteem.

6. American-born Chinese students who hav:;_high scores in
English language ability may hav:e less self-esteem
than those students who have high scores . in Chinese
languagB ability.
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The foll owing analysis ·will examine the above
six hypotheses.
The first hypotheses is: The learner's selfconcept 1 or self--esteem ·will be positively developed and
reinforced when he i·s t~tught that his knowledge of Chinese
( or Chinese la~guage) is a.n asse,t and that he can: practice
this langmlge in his surroundings, he will develop a new .
sense of worth and dignity.

·To test this, the · variabl:es

of sel·f -pride · and language ability ( including s·pe2.king,
writing ang'\....,,µ.nderstanding of Chinese and English) are used.

'..C~ol,e ( 8) shows the relationship betw~en Chinese speaking
ability and self...:.pride .. ·,::l'ti:nety-:-jliree students . ste.te _: . . that
'tb.ey have;li:tgn. self-,-pride· .when .. they can speak their own
language v.rhile only 11 students present •that they d-L>n' t
feel so.

A

positive significant relationshi:p bet·ween

Table 7. Relationship Bet·ween Language Abili ty(both in
Chinese and English) and Self --Pride
.

f;-Q~in.~s~

rL anguag e

-P.ride

Self
-Have no Sell J?rid.e

fA°b"l~-~

..:.~ ~: ~- . .:. . . ...:...
Have Self Pride --Tot~-=!-

ow

47.8%(11)

16. 2~G(l8)

;:_ 29

High

52. l~f(l2)

83. 7J~( 93)

105

lbtal

---'"'........._-w----.. . . ,... .,__~__,.,,..,_. ,( 23 )·

(111)

13!~

_

2

X =11.226
0 F=J.

P<O ~OOl

'

!
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Chinese Bpea1dng o.bil:L ty and self pride was foumd. (P<.'O. 01)
The relationship · between other variables of Chinese and
English ability and self pride were also found to be significant by the data.

It is not neccessary to put all

the tables which are more or less similar to table (7).
Here, I only show the reader Chi ~q'uares ·ancl P. values.
(See table

8.)

From the results, the hypothesis is supported

by the data concerning the effect of language ability on
self pri<le.
Table 8. Hela tionship ISJetvrnen Other Variables of Language
Abilii:i;;sr and Self Pride,

---Variables

x2

Cont. Goef.

p

Total

<0.01

134

..

Dhinese S-peaking
.Ability
Chine::rn Jriting
Abilit~{
Chinese Understanding Ability
English Speaking
Ability
English Writing
.A bility
English Under standin1; Ability

I
!

i

0.278
0.306

II

13.837

<0.01

13§.

iI 10. 340

<0.01

134

11.226

I

t

0.268

I
I
I

0.182
0.141

'
f

I
i

5

-

<0.02

134

2.724 ..c::0.05

134

3.823 <0.05
;.

134

lj.•

jj

0.167

If,
~

The second hypotheses is: Among Chinese-American students, those v1ho have high scores in language ability,
both Chinczo e...nd English, 'Nill have greater self-esteem than
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those who have lovv scores in l"anguage ability.

To test

this, Chinese and English are combined as language ability
--,

im. order to· s·ee how many .

Table g. Percentage Distribution of High and Low Language
Ability (Chinese and English) ·Among ChineseAmerican Students by Degree of Self-esteem
.L anguage
Ability

Low l
28%{9)

High .
Total
~

- . . .-r---

37. 516'12-)
71. 97b( 2}) 62. 5%( io)
( 32) ,
( 32-)

LO\V

2

Students'
.:, _ 2"'N_ _Self-esteem
__

=13.904

42. 7JH15)
57. 2%(20)
(35-) '

4

70.1%(26)

29.8%(11)
(37)

Total
62

74
136

-

P<0.01

subjects poss ess langut-1.ge ability both in Chinese and in
English~

The data show that stud -:mts with low language

ability are likely (70.1%-) to express high self-este em.

On

the contrary, the students with high language ability generally express considerably lowe~ self-esteem (71.9%).

The

differences between the various levels of esteem. are statistically significant . (P<.O. 01), the data do not support the
hypothesis.
As expected, many of the respondents a.re new
arrivals whose mother tongue is much better than English.
Due to the inability to speak fluent Engl ish, and mt!tladjustment to the ·nevi enviromnent, the new arrivals' self-esteem
may be influenced.

Thu·s , a significant relationship bet-
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ween self-esteem and language ability indicated (PC0.01),
but the reverse of the hypothesis is demonstrated;

Spe-

cifically, that students with high language ability do
not have high self~esteem.
The third_ hypothesis

,.
J.• C
o.

Chines e--Amer i can

students vvho have high scores · in Chinese language abil~
ity have greater self-esteem than . those who have low
scores in Chinese languag"e ability. One would expect that

a person's knowledge of his :n other tongue would influe-nce
his self-esteem. The r~sul ts ·shew that those with high
scores of Chi_nese language ability · (71. 9%) ranked low in

self-esteem. , but 65. 7% with . J.ov1 scores in Chinese language
ability ranked high self-esteem. This relationship between
high s cores in Chinese abfility and low s~;tf-esteem was
found to be statistically significant (X 2 =11 .. 398, P<0 .. 002).
Table 10.

Chinese Language and Self-esteem

Chinese
Language
Abilitv

!

I

·- ·
Self-esteem
·-·--"".'~2·~-~----~--~j--·----:
~1f·~
ii"
Low 1
.
... _....... '·.· ig .. Total
'·

Lmv

28 •.1%(19) .. 35-4~(1:}_) 42 .. 8%(15) 65.7~H25)

High
Total
IX 2 =11.398

71. 97;( 23)
(.42)

P<0.02

- ·

64.6%(20) 57 .2~H26) 34-3%(13)
( 35)
(32)
(3~U

I

60
76
136

I
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As previously noted, the mother tongue of ethnic children
is not emphasized in their daily life.

When .it is stres,ed

at ho1ne, they are involved in the conflicts of two ls.nguage:::u.sage.
This appears to be one of the f'actors which affects the
children's self-este·em.

In order to increase the ethnic

children's self-esteem, recognition of the2r mother tongue
is essential.

To what extent will.l tne '' t~vo =: cul.tt1r-esf:beb r~

used for instruction in school? To what extent will the
mother tongue of the ethnic child be treated as respectfully as the dominant language?

This may be considered the

main factor, though it is not included within this study.
The fourth hypotheses is: those who are foreign-born Chinese-Am.erican students with hieh ·hcores in Chin-.. .
cse language ability ro.ay h e,ve great er s-elf-esteem. than those

who are American-born Chinese students with low scores in
Chinese language abiLity.
Table 11 A.

Chinese Language Ability and Self-esteem
Selected by Foreign-born Chinese Students

Self-esteem.
t: hinese
LaI1e,-ruage
1
Low 1
2
1. t ·
"-"""'?......._..._ .....,..-..,.~....---- r - - ' , -~ ~w-r.w.......,,~,~
. ab.;.J..:l..1.:-.:£.._,_
Low
•-Iigh

Total
X2 =12.105
P<o.01

,.

L1.L

Hi-~h

18.5%(5)
16.6%(4) 27.21~f(6) 66. 61l ( 8)
81.57b{22) 83.3%(20) 71. 87; ( 26) 33.3%(4)
<2 7 ) ,s~_---1f_4.2l____L1~1,~_____JJgl.

TotaJ
i

23
62

86

'

II
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Table 11 B. Chinese Language Ability and Self-esteem
Selected by American-born . Olii'lie'.s.e;~:Students
•

Chinese
Language
Abil:itv
Low
High
Total
.2
X =0.041
P-<O. 9

~-111,¥1

_

__ _ .

D

- ·~•1:,JiUI

,. ,11:"1·• ~~~,-

1 .... ""'

... -~ ~ ~ - -...,;.....»

Self-esteem

-··7 ._. .

- ~--~-~~-~~

Low

' .-i..

•

~~

-

... - ~-~ -~ ~~.,,.~-ll't.-w,,,-,~,..,....

High

••• •,• w

68.4%(13)
31. 51~ ( 6)

-

~o;aJ

75%(15)

28

25~b(5)
( 2Q}
......--

11
ig

--' •-

·..,...-1.lil.

•..

.

'

To test this, these Chinese-American students were divided,
according -to their birthplace into foreign- and Arneric anborn.

The data shov;ed that only 4- ( foreign-born) out of

62 and 5 (A:nerican-born) out of 39 respondents indicated
that they had high self-esteem with high scores in Chinese
lc:1:nguage ability .

Among foreign-born,. 81. 5% indicated that

they had high scores in Chinese lan..:i.cruage ability but low
The x 2 v2,lue of 12,10:i indicated a significant

self-esteem.

negative relationship betwee.n Chinese language ability and
self-est-eem.

This is not surprising, for the Chinese lan-

guage is subordinate to English ilb. the - social·context of
ethnic children.

A.~ong American~born, no significant connec-

tion wEs founded. bet·ween Chinese language ability and selfeoteem (X2::::0 .041, l<O. 9).
,i

..

•

-·

•

-

•

'

;

Vie conclude that this fourth hypothesis

recei-

ved some support. from the d a ta in that among foreign-born
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Chinese-American students the degree of Chinese language
ability was inversel;r related to the degree of sEdf---esteem.
However, it seems thclt any signigicant relationship between
these tvrn variabies is more appa,rent in the foreign-born

gr '. >Up than in the American-born.

Still, the Chinese langu-•

age ability c ~-n be · regarded Eis one of the pivotal factors

vvhich affects self-esteem.

The Chiness .l .anguage is no long-

er seen favorably among fo~eign-born due t '•o socio-c.ul tural
factors.

Among the American-born, Chinese language abili-

ty does not appear to have any effect up,on self-esteem.
The fifth hypothesis ls: Chinese American
studcmts Ylho have high scores in English language ability
hE~ve · less s 2lf-esteem tha,n those :.vho have lowc., scores in
English language ability.

In addition; those• witli

2.

high

level of Chines.e language ability have higher self-esteem
than those i.-vi th a low level of Chinef,e language abili iiy.

This was tested by loo:k ing a,t Chinese a.rid · Engiish ~·lar.t'g-uage
ability, and comparing it to level of self-esteem~ measured
on a four-point scale.

As obi:::erved, · those who had high

scores in Chinese languG.ge . ability showed low self-esteem

( 81. 5;0); but those ,vho had high iffiglish langus.f;e ability

showed high s~lf-esteem (91%).

This indicated that the
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dominant language was a key factor in self-esteem.

How-

ever, the x 2 values •.(Chinese, 12.105; English, 16.047)
ahd P valu~s (Chinese, P~0.01 ; English, P~0.001) showed
a __ statistically significan·t relationship betweeri. language
abili t;sr an:l, self-esteem only among foreign-born ChineseAmerican st1.tg.ents. Factors which affee:t sel;f-esteemi:m.clude not only the language ability, but also social and
cul tm,"al influences of dominating· culture. It can be assumed that the Chinese language has not been noticed and
encouraged in this ;social environment. Therefore, the
acquisition of high Chinese language ability would not
increase self-esteem in an environment which is not aff_ected by their mastery of the Chinese language.
Table 12. Relationship Bety:een Chinese and English LEmguage Ability and Self-esteem Among Foreignborn -Chinese-American Students(Total number:85)

Self-esteem

Chinese
·.
Low
High
1. - .
18. 5% ( 5) 81.5%(22)
16 ~ 61H 4) 83.3%(20)
27. 7'-);(6) 71.8;~ (16)
66.6;,:~ (8) 33. ·3 %(4)
..

[Low 1
2

3
,-Iigh4

Total______
.

--~~~~~;

_:,

01'. _ _ _

En,q-lish
Low
,_ _E~i&~
..
81.5~Hl3) 18.5%(5) I
54.15H13) 45. 9~Hll)
68 . 2;t ( 15) 31.8;:i (?)
17%(2)
83%(10) It
1

( -5_?)

Iii

C.52.l
-2

II

I . ~ . ...

X =16.047
P<0.001

f

33)

•

I,

!I

_j
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The sixth hypothesis is: the American-born\
Chinese-Ameriqan students who have high scores in Engli~h
lan,gua[te ability have less self-esteem \than _those who
have high scores ~n Chinese lan,guage ability.

The resftl ts

indicate that in American-born s·tudents of Chinese descent,
Table 13.

Relationship Between _Self-esteem · and Chinese
and English· :tanguage Ability Among Aw..:ericanborn Chinese Students

Students of C)J.inese desc e-nt, a high level of ability in
either Chinese_ or Er1glish i:s not related to self-esteem.
The X2 values are 0.041 in Chinese and 1.12 in English.
The P values are<O. 9 for Chinese and< 0. 3 for English.

This

would suggest that if language ability does he.ve an inflp.ence upon self-esteem among American-born subjects, it is
not the sole factor but one of several interacting condi-:-.
tions.

In other words, cultur2.J. and social c oncl.i tions

between students might well have a few possible other factors--not just

II

social ·• and cul tur.a l __ factors~"

In the pre-
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sent instance, it mat be concluded that language abilit~ in
either Chinese or English per se is- um. . elated to self· estee~.

l

among·: American-born students o~ .Qhinese descents.

This may, again, partially reflec.t the lack of recognition
or focused attention on the linguistic and cultural heritage of these children.

Though these students may

1lSe

Chinese within their immediate families, · and in communicating to Chinese friend~ and. relat±.~s :abroad~ the practice is
not widespread enou.gh . and as a cultural influence is in most
cases _significantly overbalanced by the .n~c:e(ssaey,: d·ay;;;to.:l-1

n
1·is h ..
d ay_ use o f Dng

Apparently, ability in the moth.er tongue

among Chinese-American students is not an important influence on their self-esteem, especially among those v,rho £,.re
·American;born~

From these results, · I \vould conclude that

there is a relationship between language ability and selfes·~eem.

But· the relationship

is in~:the inverse position.

between these two variables
There is a possibility that ·:.-.: ..

the ethnic bilingual child does not become more proficient
in his own language as well as in English.

Before the child

goes to school, he only speaks Chinese at home.

He gradual-

ly speaks Chinese less and less when he goes to school, :. be-
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cause English is the only language spoken among teachers c,, ..
and .·classmates.
family.

Yet, he still has to use Chinese with h:i.s

Eventually, he · uses English more than Chinese,

since the school is of such formative importance for this
age group.

English ha_s become more essential than Chinese.

High scores in English ~tbili ty will be a ~13Y factor in

~evelopi~g or retaini~g high self-esteem.
These bilingual students are not in the country

of their mother tongue.

The s.trong influences :favoring ~

their .mother tongue are no longer present.

Recently, they

have been encouraged to learn ~heir parental language in
school (bilingual eduqation).

13ut this :program has not been

.well introduced; the extent to vvhich their mother tong-ue is

-to be used for instruction has not been Ihade clear.

This

a.mbig1.1i,ty is due to the numer9us and •· powerful in:fluences
of the s6hool, the church, the

11

talkie", the radio~ the

channels for play, amm.usement, and. r ·~ading, µnd all __ the
daily experiences of hif) life, which teach_ hi,:n the language

of the host country.

T~us, the learning of the English

language is more povverfully encoure.,ged, and as this study

of Chinese-American students in New York City indicates,
English is prefered to Chinese.

According to Arsenian, the
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process of deserting the mother tongue and adopting the se- r
cond langua~e is much more rapid in this type of oilingunl
si tµation. (70)
These r_esul ts tencl to confirm the belief
in the streng·ch of the American "melting pot" in so far as
the ultimate adoption by the immigrant of the English
language is concerned.(71)

A strong trend toward a positive

and significant relationship between :the length of. the period
of the United States among these Chinese American-students
· and language ability was found: The decrease in the bilingual abilities of Chinese-American students is dependent upon -their length of residence in this country.

The data

indicate a s ,t atistically significant connection betvrnen
Tabl:e 14-.

Language
Abil:i;.ty
Low
High
Total

.

___

X2=8.5417
P<D.02

Length of Period of Residence in the United
States of Chinese-American Students and ']heir
Language Ability
Length of Period of Hesidence in The United
States of Chinese-American st·udents
}~.f~BXs- o_~;¥reJ-Total

o-~_!:.~L:,'~~::.·.~~.
31

18

40
71

6

.

. .

21,

,

w
.-----·

~_,,_,.,_.,....,,_.:...,..1..,.;;,..,.~~.,.~~ .,_,.,_,:,\,,...,_.._,...""'...

49
46
95
I

(70) Seth Arsenian, Bilingualism and Mental Development, p.18.
(71) Ibid., p.68.
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these two variables.

Fourty-. out of 71 who had~.lived in

the Uni te·d States not .more than· five years had high Chinese
language ability and 18(24) residents of more than 5 yea:rs
1; .

reported that they ~ad low· language ability. : . Among foreign- born· Chinese-American students {see Table 15), 39 out of

62 who .had been here not .more than 5 years indicated thaj;
.: they had high Chinese language ability and 15 out of 2.1

U.S. residents of .more than 5 years, reported that they had
low Chinese language ability.

On the other hand; ability in

English improved.
Table 17.

Length of Period of Residence in the United
States of Foreign,...born Chinese-American Students
and Their Language (Chinese) Ability

39

45

6

21 _ _ _____ .-•- ,_.__ 83_
Pn,i;,·1 i ~-••.-J

~

aigh

~ll

' -~~----------·---'.:""-'.

"'··- . ....,.__... . .___ ~ · --·.------+-- - - - - i

'

18

5
1£

~ ot al~·-"'"''~-- i _§_g_,_ '" --------~,-~-~-,~n~•·--••V' ..?.L,- ..~-~-·-·------'--~--;
b
.,hinese x2 =6. 622
English x2 =4·. 332
1
P<;0.01

P4).02
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The findings reported in -~his stu~! .: ~~~we~ \
questions of both a theoretical and practical:;.·natur.e , anti
inevitably raise others.

In general,. language ability

appenrs to be signific·antly related to self-esteem among
the foreign-born Chinese-American students, although the
relationsp.ip is weaker. than it had been expected.

S:tudel
.'

'n-ts in the higher language ability category are more like-

ly to pave high self-esteem. tb.an students in lower language
ability category.

On the other hand, there is no apparent

relationship between language ability and self--esteem
among American-born Chinese students.

These results indi-

cate that lat45uage ability both . in Chinese and English does
not have :· ?,s.:·pervasive and significant effects upon selfesteem as was prev~ously assumed, but suggest instead that
other conditions in .the effective interpersonal environment
are more decisive in measuring self-re_?pect. At this point,
a brief discussion of the qifferences betvrnen, the foreignborn and Americo,n-born Chinese-American students, and their
relationships to each other , might be useful in clarifying
some of these more decisive interpersonal factors.
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foreign-born and American-born Chinese Students.
'

The child of the ..etJ:inic i:rnJnigrant in the
American society must often have felt that the native-born
American is the true American hecause he speaks Engli ~,h,
and that an immigrant child could become a good American
only by forgetting everything his parents had brought along
\vith the;n: language, habits, culture, dress, festivals, song,
dEincc·, :- ancl even food.

:B1 rancis Brown studied a group of

Italian children and found that

11

not only were there many

instances where children refused to eat Italian food because it · wa.s called _by an Italian name, but one hears
stories of Italian children refusing even to reply to
their mothers when spoken to· It_alian. 11 ( 76)

Brown asserts

th,::1.t the language of immigrant parents c~uld not be put on
;

the same level as th2.t of the parents of .native-born Americans.

The children becam.e gre.dually ashamed of their ,::.: ::..:::

:parents, who did not belong to American life and who v:rere
so evidently misfits in this new society.

ThtJ.S, a much-

ne e ded bond of union betwe e n the older group s,nd their
Americ a n-born. children must be developed.

(76) Francis Brown, op. cit., p. 690.

This e,lso grings
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the alienation of the ch.i ldren of ethnic groups; you,
Chinese Americans are called

II

l!,resh off the boat" and

~•Jook Song" (American-born) ( are c-s.lled ::tmong young Chinese
-Americ c.~n.)

Due to his ace ent, even though he is fully

understood. and he looks the same as others, he is not
felt to bea . member of the same group •

The adopting

of particular slang and the traces of local or inter'.C'"
nnlized accent will ma.rk him as the member of a.' distinctive clas~i or clique, which is set apart from other
groups in that society speaking the srnne 12.nguage.

He

isset apart within both language communities: his Engilish
will bee,r traces . of his Chinese .:.background, and his
Chinese will . bear traces of his Americanization.

Culture,

language, and baclcgroung have divided the American-born .
from the foreign-born Chinese.

The .American and foreign

born usually segregate thernernlvet, into different con-geniality .groups, where the idiom o-f intimate talk is
English in the native-born circle :::,nd the Chinese tongue in the other.

Even among the foreign-born, there is

a tendency to splinter into subgroups, based on considerG.tions of geographic origin 2.nd dialects, but such
I

diatinctions e.re less conspicuous

than the basic

breach bctvrn en the American-born and foreign-

•

r

•

>

born.(77)
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The American-born brothers and sisters conscious-

ly speak English instead of Chinese._? and very likely they

spealt a

11

mfxed language'' in l'lhich they te;nd

English than Chinese.

to 'use ·more

Some of the:;:n are cut off :6rom their

home backg.cound according to Stato.n !i'Ia, a high school
mathematics Lteacher..

He -points out that "these Chinese..:;

American students ·don't speak Chinese and t _h eir lives
don't revolve around CLinatov,n.

Marl3'. Chinese-Americans·

don't even think of themselves as Chinese, though they .
have to look at those Chinese faces ·every morning in the :,
batr..room mirror." (78)

These students tend to view them-

selves as participating fully in :Arlerican teenage culture,
but most still hold some feeling of identification vd th
the Chinese.

In external cultural traits (language, dress),

they- are quite similar to native-born Americans.
~till live with their parents and relatives.

Yet, they

Under these

circumste.nces, - the student is frustrated; his personality

is sei:±:ously :in3:luerl'ced.
I
11

I

The immigrant children 1 particularly those of
high school age, suffer most.

They are too old to become

(77) Stanley ]long, "Identity Conflicts of Chinese Adolescents, 11
·
p. 81.
(78) George Parmer, The Dilerruna of the Oriental-American, p.117
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Americanized--as their younger brothers and . sist~rs do-and yet they yearn for spending money, for cars and for
freedom, the staples of America;1 adolescence.(79) . T'hese
newcomers who are children of Chinese immigrants undergo
'
real social crisis in the ·form of an
extended culture

shock similar to that of their parents. • Not_ only are they
faced with a co:rn,11u.nicatioh hiatus which is resolved only
when ' they can deal effectively in the host language, but in
their new . environme~t, they 8..re with.out whatever status
they enjoy in their country of origin and they are much:.in
need of recognition.(80:)
All :j.n all, the American-born Chinese achieve
greater social adaptatio.n to t~1e \';ays of the dominant cul..:..
ture.

In addition to ' certain elements of cultural equi:pment

comJnon to native .Americans, ·they have the language facility
which ·foi"'eign-born Chinese-American generally lack.

Throu- ·

gh the comrnunica.tion and wider partici:pation which the

:.:1

common language affords, the Amcrican--born Chinese acquire
many of the cultural traits of the dominant group and. learn,
far more completely than the foreign-born, the structure
'•

•... .! ·"~ ·' j

__,...,. .

.•..

(79) Ibid., p.119.

-:

"'-;

..J. -.:.

(80) Sim6n Herman, op. cit., p.507.
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And function of the social institutions in the
of aspiration.
On the whol-e, the students seem to prefer to
use English if they can, even when another language is
6poken in the home. The data also show that, ,~.,,.hen they
master English,· they e1;joy greater self-esteem than their
brothers and sisters who do not master English.

The follo-

wing cons.ideratio·ns may deter.mine their trend to the
.

.

d·ominant language_., ,
Social-cultural Effects
In an area where the contacts of tv10 cultures

are frequent, there is a growth of new ~nd unexpected
factors which confuse observation and analvsis.
,_

This is

particularly true of an area where cult:ural Chan.ge:L is ·:. the

result of·-/ th~ impac.t :, Qf : western =: civili_z ati6n upon·:·native
cul:ttj.r es.- ;: :-::lw.·,. Americ a;-:·: the:.··base : .of J. cu.itur al::.transmission is
relatively j broad and, ~because ... ofc.Jt-,, .c: the · member ' of:. , the .}:; ,
immigrant group,~.- ~cc ept s :~ more Lreadily Lt~e :1_-cul tural·. values / of
...

the !_ ·domingnt t group!-<·t.: I1i::.aj studyt,, of._- sociaL.zjialadjustment of

~thnic groups:;i .,this·~ is ·- called:; "Se~ective·:.bestowm.ls~• : of ::
0

Americ~n culture upon recipients; and reciprocally, a

-~-~~~~-~-~?:::'!~ conservatism" on the part of the latter~ ( 81)

( f'.l) "Orj_entals r-.nd Their Cultural Adjustment, 11

}) .

ii.
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The study further shows that as cultural' diffusion is in
evidence, the :process is not "one of discriminative give and
accidental talrn, 11 but rather the ?hange is directed by a
definite compulsio11: by the donor culture and a selective
ac·c eptance by the recipients. (82)

Thus, the Chinese-

American student pays a high price in adapting himself to
an Anglo-Saxon-oriented sch~ol system because of an unusually strong desire and determination to become thoroughly
Americanized and accepted as an American, and because of
the belief that a college education can grea~tly faciJ.i tate
economic success.

As a main result, one situation may

correspond to the :person's own need or desire to speak
a particul2.x language (e.g. the .' language· in .which .he .is most
proficient); the other may corr~spond to the norms of his
group, which 11:ay demand of him the: ue.e of another language
( e.g. th·e dominant language, whidh he - may or may not speak
with . difficulty)~

This indicates a cqnflict between person-

al needs and group, demands.

Usually group demands are more

powerful than p~rsonal needs and these Chinese-A_;_~erican
'

students tend to speak more English than Chines e.

The very

ease with which language serves as a convenient symbol of

(82) Ibid., p.ii.
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cultural identity may encourage people to switch their
language. •Almost in direct proportion to their ability
'\..)

to assume the _Americanlanguage, the ch:i.ldren

of

chinese

immigrants have been able to become .Americans.
The Chinese-American communic·ation patterns are
shi:;i.ped by many forces.

Cultural and linguistic· influence·s ,

intensified by the ethnocentrism of ·the· dominant Eiociety
have limited Chinese. language usage.

Barred from positions

requiring self-assertion and punished ;gy both 11.is own commv.ni ty and the larger society for asserting himself, the
Chinese-American has seen little value in the cultivation
of lan_,:r;uag e skills. ( 83) Also, Chinese and Arue:rican cul tu.res
have conspired to limit the use of language and deprive
the Chinese-American of the 9pportunity to em"ich his life
through free and open verbal and written coID.1~u.nicati6n in
Chinese.

Under these conditions, those who hav~ high

scores in English language ability have greater self-e·s-teem
than those with high Chinese language ability.

Furthermore;

in regard to bilingual Chinese-American studept,s, they place
more personal j_mportance on a .high level of E:r:iglj_sh ability
3

than on a mastery of Chinese, both in themselves and o_thers.

(83) San Francisco Chinese Communitv Citizens'

and

_1_n_c._1_n....g.:.-..____e_
-. e_l_{_e...,tJ_o_r_·....._A_ _ _.._______, p .15 5 .

~-_.;.i:;.;..H
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Iv'Iotivation to Learn English
According to Lambert,

11

the orientation is

\

instrumental in form if, for example, . the purposes of
languag0 study refl_e ct the more utili.tarian value of
linguistic achievement, such as getting ahead in one's
occupation, and is integrative if, for example, the student
is :oriented:.: :. to learn more ~bout the other cultural com.

'

munity, as if he desired .to become a potential member of
the other group . (84) The Chinese-A:-merican student may come:~i
to see ethnicit~ a~ a handicap and try to reject the Chinese part of himself in a vain effqrt to conform to the
occidental vmrld . He tries to deny his perceptions, his
notions, his thoughts, his very appearence, because he is
11

different" and he is told in many subtle vmys that the.

system vlill not tolerate · this difference. ( 85)
The tendency to use English is explained on
economic grounds and . Lambert suggests another possible
reason for equa+.Jly serio1,1s . consideration~ The . Chinese·,

•

#

......

American studen·lts may be drawn away from the CJ1inese in

Asia as a psychological reaction to the contras~ in
stereot:,rp·ed images. .. It is als'o' assumed that some may- ·.

( 84 ) · Wallace La-rnbert, "A Soc ie.l Psychology of Bilingualism", The Journal of Social

Issues, Vol. XXIII , No. 2, 102.

t

I
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be an,v,:ious to use English as a means· of being accepted

c,::- ' -:_c.•z.··1~-~ ~ ~:·i: ~.. :).~1
in another cultural group because of dissatisfactions.
:~~-- :

~; .... --~-\ ···~ 1

:r~:c • .·. ~~. . w~). ·t,~:ri:!.l

4

.-::!~ {)~i.f\~ 11E-'C[:--i,.::.r;}

.~J~

•.

experienced in their own culture while other individuals
m~-:Y be af, much interested in anoth~r culture as. they are

in their own •
.One would also expect that both the ChineseAmerican student and his par~nts .,would:ibe more willing,
·for· purely social-psychological reasons, to learn Eng-

lish than are "¾nericans to learn Cninese.

P~ents, hop-

..

ing to reduce the handicap of ethnicity for their children,

encourage -their children·, explicit.~y

or

implicitly, to

adopt the values of the . dominant culture. The Chinese
1-B.nguage is brushed aside in favor of more
acceptable
.
.

Occ'idental' cu~stoms. \lt 'is very apparent that bilingualism in the Unit~d States had long_ been, and is::. still,

a one way affair, with the Chinese-American much more
likely _to learn English than the conv~rse.
.

.

.

According to San Francisco Chinese Community
Citizens' Survey and Jlact Firi.din6 Committee Reper~, (1ih@
Report of the ·citizen's Advisory Committee to the Super-

intendent's Task Force studying Educational.Equality/
Quality) indicates;
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"When these youngsters (mostly foreignborn Chinese-American s·t,v.dents) are placed in
schools according to their age-grade level and
required to compete with their .English _s peaking
peers in the regular classrooms, frustration, a
sense of futility and hopelessness are the result.
This problem i ·s particularly severe for those in
the high school age group who cannot hope to obtain a high school diploma within, the prescribed
high school age limit~ 11 (86)
This might be related to the self-esteem of Ch:j.nese-American
students and his langua,ge ability.

For Chinese-American

students, especially those recently arrivals, the mast ery
of English is the ·key.factor enabling them to achieve their
go.eds.

Therefore, they may consider that without mastery

of English they _wi~l e1~coun~er many · unhappy events which
will reduce the.i r self-esteem.
Survival of the 'Fittest--Social Darwinism

-i

From my int.ere sting c onversations, I . learned
.,

st:uden:ts. · cionsidered

. _!

..

'

'
masterine

than mastering Chinese.

•

English to be more important

They concluded with Darwin that

the stronger prosper, the weakr,fail.

·The data which show

thEt there is no statistical relatio.nship ·b et;,v een self-

esteem and the use of one's mother tongue, can be explained

(86) See footnote (83), p.155.
* 11 Survival of the Fi ttest 1i was mentioned in an essay of a.
respondent ( see Appendix II). Also many s·t udents considered
the.t they. would survive if they are accepted into the host
country f .
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in this way.

Fatalism, a calm acceptance of one's lot, was
\.

an attitude prevalent in the Oriental culture of long time
ago.

Cons:tantly buffeted by the forces of nature and socie-

ty, over which he clearly had no control, the ChineBe-American individual ado1)ted a philosophical detachmrnt and reeignation that allowed him iio ace ept his fate wi~h equanimity. ( 87)
Under · this coridi tion, the Chinese--American student. met life

preigmatically.

He did not try to understand and control

his environment or to create his own opportum.ties.

From

this one can ass'Lune that the Chinese-American student might
become adept at making the mos~ qf existing sitµations.
Therefore~ the Ch:i. nese-Ar:.1erican student concluded that:-.they
had to speed up his ability to use English and gradually
his Chinese language would disappear.

Tho1;i_gh he pref err.e.d

to maintain his . own cul tu.re, the only way to survive . ·was
through education.
ly used 9nly

at

The Chinese language should be common-

home, but not ever in public since that

language is not recognized as valid.
In general, the stud~nts with whom I conducted my research were qu:Lte capable of using both languages.

(871'. C,o 1 in
· Watanabe, nself Expre s sions and the AsianAmerican Bxp·e rience 11 , Personnel

and .Guiding Journ2l, p. 390.

·,

.

;

.

__

l

The results of the survey indicated no strong p·ostive•
.
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~

.

.

significance between language abilii;y.,:and -:. self--esteem,
-

simply becaµse bilingual education has been recently developed.

This can be seen as a transiti9nal :period and these

ethnic immigrant children are still supressed by the social
and cultural pr e ssures in the dominant language speaking
society.

It might he short-:-sighted to talk about .
groups in this way because th~re · are certain to be wide
individual differences in reaction, but it is q 1li te 2.pparent in the research that a group-v.ride i:fdrr.eJ::-at-i:on cexis:t.
One can predict that during· this transitional period, the

Chinese-American students have ample opportunities to ...
learn both. languages in their home, schools, and co1mnuni ty.
But through early experiences they had learned that skill -~

in Chinese and skill in English were not regarded as equaJ..lY- important, so they still feel the pres::rn.re upon them.
In terms :· of -.,the ,.mastery~, of·: the .dominant -languag e ··a:nd ·'.the
-'.mother·;tongue, .'. the'. se .'.Chi'ne·se..::.Ame•rica.n students ·,c"an be c·
:;_diYiAEfd . int.o.--·d,he· follo\iving groups:

1. Those who ex-pressed a definite high self-est e em and who

downgrade the values of knowing Chinese were more pro-
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ficient in English than Ghinese.

They also exnressedi

anxiety about ho\v well they actually knew Engl~sh. ·

\

2. A second subgroup expressed a strong self-esteem .and
they s~owed a greater skill l in Chinese than in En,:•: lish.
But they vvere depressed bee ause of the new environment,
-

.

which had reduced · their self-confidence . . Some of them
app2.rently faced a cultural conflict, since they. were
8.mbivalent about their identity.

Presumably beca1.ise

they had not resolved tlie co:ni'lict of language abi l ity,
they were retarded in their con1.-rnand of both lan,guag es
when compared to the other groups.

3.

A ti1ird. subgroup is of special interest.

Chinese-Ameri-

can student-s who have 2.n open;..minded attitude have
circumvented the conflicts and developed means of
becoming mem bers of both groups.
J

'

.,

Interest in both cul"·

'

tu.res, . coupled with a stronft aptitude for language '
learning, have enabled tham to becvme skilled in both
languages.

(

:·chapter . V

Swnmary and Conclusion

., .

I

~ ~}

(

Chapter V

.;::

\
on

The study is· foqus~d

bili~gualism and self-

es.teem among the school children of Chinese immigrants.

Bi-

lingual education has -recently been _e mphasized in order to
heJ.p school children of ethnic immigrants~

Under this e_du-

cational goal, the children of the iI1L.~igrants are encouraged
to learn the language of their parents and to respect and
cherish -the tr a.di tio.ns . of their own people, as well as those

of thBir adopted land.

Also, the senses of pride · and ambi-

tion_, that are the best il!lcentives towards character-buildings, are a real achievement of whi·ch the nation can · be
proud of.

Perhaps, this may be the true ·1 .Americanization 1

of the immgr·a nts, which means

an

appreciation of the fine

points of both their ancestral and adqpted . cultures.

In light of the above expressed ideals, this
study was made af differing language usage of _the Americanand foreign-born Chinese students.
nese-American students was taken.

A sampling of 144- ChiThese students rlesided

in Ne"tn York City 2.nd represented groups of foreign-born(

mainly from ·Hong Kong, China, few from Taiwan, South-east

i
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Asia, and South America), and American-born ..

Besides the

above sampling, 32 studen~s v,ere interviewed.

Also, ob-

servation wa·s carried bi'l during the survey to see how · often

they used English, or Chines~, _in their daily life; how
foreign- and American-born react to their various.languages;

and how they interact amongst. themselves.
The following hypotheses were tested by the
data: •

1. The relationship: betvveen the subject I s language and his
.~self-· pride was significantly supported by the data.
I

2. The data showed that those who had high/low scores in
langu~.ge ability, in· both Chinese and J5nelish, ranked
..,,

'

.lov;r/high :in self-est~em.

3. Chinese~American students ·who had high/low scores in Chinese language ability had lovv/high self-esteem.

4. The relationship between language ab~lity a~d selfestee;11 was found to be more apparent among foreign-born
than 2JTI.ong American-born Chinese.

5. Chin~~e±Amer.ioan:.,stw~en.ts who·:.hag ~igb..-. :ee.:9re~.;:: i--n:··:Pngliyh
l_angu~:?t.g~ ability had higher self-esteem than those who
had high scores in Chi_nese language · ability.
Of the foreign-born Chinese-American s.·tudents,

those who mastered .English had high scores

in

language ability,

I
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both in Chinese and in English , do not rank high on selfesteem. The complex of factors associated with low selfesteem among · those o~ high ··~hinese language ability ' seem
to cancel out the fa~tors associated with high· self-esteem
among . those of high English language ability.

Among the

American-born, there is no connection between language

al?i1:ij;y and self-esteem.

r.

On the .whole, the Chinese-

American students seem to prefer using English, if they can,
even if . Chinese is still used at home.

Among both American-

and foreign-born Chinese students, language mixing is more

common with those subjects not entirely at home in English,
and tends to decrease with t:Lme.
S.ome possible reasons are ~uggested for the

relationship between high/low language ability and low/
high_ self-estee1+1 as follows:.
l. Social cultural effects: The influ_.ence of school_s where

English dominates is one of the main reasons why ChineseAmerican .students prefer· to,·~.use English.

J:~any foreign-

born students bepom.e aware of their inadequacies, a
consequence of the limited opportunities they have

t~ develop and polish the;µ- own paxental language as
well as the lack of ease in English. ·:.: The experiences
in school and its demands join ydth social forces to

quash Chinese-american students' self-eateem.
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2. r,noti vat ion to learn English: Jtnglish is emphasized, 31ot
only at school, but also by the subjects' parents.

'.l.~.he

demands of 1:mM:t,err·tlJl.€;,.~English reduce the amount of time
available for practicing their native t~nguo .

It is

obviously seen ths,.t foreign-born Chinese-American students
·consider English as important for survival in this country.

3. Social Darwinism--"Survival of the Fittest": This is
mentioned by ·the Chinese-American stude·nts in their essays
and their interviews.

They believed that if .they wanted

to stay in the United States, they had to give up some
of thE:ir own cul tura.l values, and accept some of the
.American values in daily life; language is .of first importance.

Some of the students felt embarrassed or frust-

rated because they were retarded in their use of the
Engl ish language, a retardation which v,ras not coI!lpensated
"'

f'or by a greater advancement in other languages.
American-born did not :feel the · s.aJne v1ay

:,

born.

as·,the

The

fo~eign--

As a main effect,., mo'st of the young American-born

with low Chinese language ability did not ~how low selfesteem in this study.

I

I

--
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There are not enough exact records

of:: in.d ivi-

dual cases to serve as t "he"' basis for a compreliet:tf3i°VC study.

The s·tudy enc·ountered many obstacles, w·hich a.re i.'a±1cussed
in . Chapter III in detail.

Also, bilingual education has not

yet beon fully developed for these Chinese-lunerican students,

though courses in· ChineS'e are provided.

As previously stated

in Cha:pter I, the Chinese language its elf refers _t o many
Chinese dialects.

The whole. problem may be ~~ecebated - by

the fact that one of the Chinese langu.ages--Chinese Nia.ndarin

(Kuo Yu-National language in 1/fainland China and Taiwan) taught in school differf1 considerably from another Chinese
langua.ge--Cantonese ("Fung Yartit -provincial dialect used in
I

Chinatown in th·e United States) ·spoken by ·the~ usual foreign-

born Chinese and American-born Chinese parents.

Also, many

o:f the Arh.erican-born and foreign-born who have been here· :: .for a long time, did not learn thei.r parental lane,J"Uage when
they ,vere young.

The Chinese language\ was taught in Chinese

language· school, but learning VJas retarded under the pressure of going to two .:schools at once.

Therefore, Chinese

courses are only _taken by recently arrived foreign-born.
•J:he Chinese language r)rogram in the schools is still in

the process of developing.

.lI
.I
I

J
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In conclusio~, the study is so · many facted
and the relevant literature so extensive that the writer
has not been able to digest it all.

I prefer therefore

that the reader of this study considers this as a preliminary .effect, to be improved after more study and research.

(
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I

The fol3:-owing case studies are based on
interview materials reorganized by the writer. There
are four foreign-born cases and three American-born
cases. Of these for.eig:p.-born (besides case study (2)
and ( 4)) in this study, the interview v•ms done in the
Chinese language. Among those American-born cases,
case study (5) and (6) were in Chinese Cantonese and
Englj_sh. Mixed sentences were used among these ChineseAnieric rm students.

\

Case :study (1)
Foreign-born · Chinese
Female .
Grade io ·
18 years old

My name..-. is A, I was ·born in .Hong Kong. I

have two sisters and one.b:br:crt;t,.~r,. :.· MYY• P?,re.nts:.: both
came from. Mainland China, ShUngtung Province. They
lived in Taiwan for several years and then moved to
Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, ·my father operated a small
private business. We moved to Taiwan, Kao Cheung
and stayed there until I finished gra~e four at the
element~'.ry school. After I graduated from elementary
school and one_ year of junior high, we came back to
Hong Kong. Theµ we axrived in the United States two
months ago.
Unlike other Hong Kong-born Chinese, . I
speak Chinese ·Mandarin and Cantonese{Most of the Hong
Kong-born Chinese _ s:peak Cantonese and unders:t·and Chinese ·N;andarin). Therefore, I have not considered myself
to be Hong Kong-born. In Taiwan, I considered myself
more Wei Sheng Jen(Mainlnnder) than Lei Sheng Jen

!
I

I.

(Taiwanese) because I didn't speak Taiwanese. Still,
we only speak Mandarin at home because my parents are
not familiar with Cantones·e .
Two months ago, we all moved into Henry Str.e et,
about ten minutes walk to Chinatown. My father is a cook.
My mother had worked neither in Taiwan nor Hong Kong,
but she woris here. She sees that every one of her
friends gets a job so she is working in the sewing
factory. lViy siste~s, brother and I go· to school everyday. Usually, I help my mother doing house-work after
school. Besides that, I stay at home very often. Bee ause my parents are busy during $.h~· dtl!.y r:"t;i:i;ne, J:·::We-ehave not
gone to visit any places si.n ce we came here. Occasionally
we go to Chinatown to get some Chinese food.
I have a good family. My parents are very yo
young, and they are open minded. Therefore, we can
talk to each other. I always tell my mother about my
school and my fri.e nds. She loves to listen when she has
time. She always tell me that I should work hard so.J.my
younger sisters and bFother will follow me. My father
also encourages me to study hard in order to :·;get higher
education. This was my parents• main incentive in moving

.I
!

to the United States. They workcv.ery p.ard in order to
get a better life. I also work very hard in order to

\

'
fulfil my parents'
expectation. I also have an intimate

relation with my sisters and brother, though we fight
often. Every thirig
e-seems ,:ail:r.zaight
•.exce.
p t.- µiy,
:Ex:i,glish.
L'
.
·.
~

I still dnre not converse with other people in English which I learn :fod!n school. At home, I never have
a chance to practice my English. In school, I used to
sit with my Chinese friends. We still• speak in Cantonese
or Chinese Mandarin.
When I was in Hong Kong, I learned Cantonese.
Though we spoke only Ma~darin at home, I had no trouble
speaking Cantonese.- I thought, ''I won't hav.e too many
troubles learning English according to my experience~"
It is not true. ~erhaps, I have these problems because I
came to this Englis~-speakihg
country
.
. recemtly, and I
need more time to learn. Nevertheless, I feel ·it is
very difficult to ch~nge one langu?ge to another completely. Cant_onese was easier to learn because it still
belongs to the Chinese language group. All in all, Chinese Mandarin is still more essential to me than any other
language. However, · sometimes I am really annoyed by t~..t:i

,_

the language p~oblem. Once I was very ·upset because I
cpuld not comprehend in English. Looking at other peo-:ple, who alsb have ¢·onf~ he~e hr.eue:nta.y·,::1:a..l]ld rc:.~.;$.pe·ak:.:Jt
fluent English, I am so take4 abac-1-c. But v11hat should
I do? I do not know. I tell myself you will learn it.
But . I doubt it because I ~ove my Chinese Mandarin so
much and I have so.many Chinese speaking friends
surrounding me.
Because of language problem, I have a difficult time approaching American students. I think
they are very approachable. They seem very nice. They
are always mellow. Every_Chinese student seems very
unapproachable. But once you know each other, you can
be good friends. Making friends with other non-Chinese, we are all handic~pped::-;py;)o.ur.!:.Jlesitatfu.c;inl'..;·1 fhis
might have to do with the language communication. At
this point, Chinese language is very important with
Chinese, and English is very indispensible with Amercan students. Chinese and English are equally important.
Within Chinese, I prefer knowing more Taiwanese than Hong Kong _students. Taiwan students are simpler
than Hong Kong friends. I don't mean that Hong Kong
·:,

-':\..

.

students are all bad. I mean they are more \v-'esternized
than others. One thing tb~t:Lworr:ies.r~~ ±.s.gE:t;mLght.-Jie~:one
o-fl 1.the · Hong Kong students because I also -can make -fr·i --

ends with them. Meanwhile, I feel that I like American
things, such as American food

ancf thei·Amer..i~an•;edu.C)ational

system, which does not press students to work h~d. I ·
like Levis too. It is so convie~ien~i~ I have not tou~
ched any stocking since I came to America. However,'I
won't give up my Chin·e se culturkl value. I will be .timericanized physically. I d.on't know what I will be, but
\

I

I want t·o rettain my Chineseness.
As I said before, my main problem is I cannot easily communicate with other people besides Chinese. I like to possess my -original language but also
I want to -accquire English. But I am not very sure whether I can have two languages at the same time, though.

rt seems to me that you .are only allowed to have one or
the other. A Hong Kong friend told me that she only
spoke·Cantonese when she just arrived. Now she only
speaks English even though sh~ tries very ·hard to remind
herself to speak Cantonese. She just can't help herself.
With her parents who have not spoken any other languages

besi~es--Cantonese, she sti-1-1, very - natural-1-y, speaksEnglish.;.. Nobody blames her for, Ef.Pe?-kinglEmg+ish-; .~ i-ne:l_y .di~
herself. Ever.y one wants to lea~n and speak Engiish be-

I

cause it is so important. I don't know how much she
preserves her Chineseness. But she really looks like
11

yellow American" ( Oriental-Americ·a n). I .am afraid I

will be her ·s omeday, but I .also envy her beautiful
English. Perhaps it may not happen to me because I had
more Chinese education than she had. I wish I could
speak English as well as my Chinese anq still remain
Chinese. ·This really affects my future plans. In fa.c t,
I was planning to be a linguist in order to help people
like me who have to know more than two languages. Because of English, I

am

scared that I won't be able

to attend college. I attempt to make up another plan.
But, I still ought to pas~ English whatever I want to
be. I almost decided that I wanted to return to_: :T.aiwan
where English is not neccessary and I could do many.
things~ In other words_, my future is still bl~R • .I
don't want_ to confuse myself and probably my parents
may re tu:.;:•n to Asia. I will follow them wherever they go.

.!

Case study (2)
Foreign-born student
·Female
·
Grade 9
.
15 years old

I was born in Cuba,1_:iu.);g.;8.l\fiy father was work-

. ing on a plantation and my mother was helping to main~
tain a family awi th 17 members. I. do not re.member how
we lived. together. But I , still. can recall my eldest
uncle moving out first and then my parents _and their
children. I did not want to move because I had so
many cousins to play with. Anyway, I co~ld, still ca~
remember my Spanish and my wonderful days with my
cousins and my Spanish-speaking friends. We played in
_s5~hool and after school. The big plot of ground behind
the plantation was the fainiliar place where we got to~
gether. Cubans and Chinese Just got along so well, My
parents did riot speak any · Spanish, but they understood

it. So my Cuban friends · were always welcomed in my
house.
Because of these circumstances, my Spanish
is as good as my Chinese. My life was so wonderful on

I
I

the .plantation, but myrfather decided to move to this
country_, to New York City. I questioned and I did not
want to go there ~ithput my cousins and my friends. My
mother said that was the place my father could earn
more money and I. could have a better education. So we
left Cuba when I was ten years old.
During· the fli.r.st few days, I missed everything. I was so· lonesome. My father went o_u t to work v
very early in the morning as he· did_w.µen he was in Cuba.
!Vly mother_ also went to · work in the sewing factory. My
brother stopped playing with me because he had to work
too~ And I was always alone in the old and simple apartment where I could not smell any greenery. There were
no big grounds .or laughing sounds. I _ was so eager to
,,

talk to my parents when they came home from work. But
they were too tired and needed a rest. My brother was
also very exhausted. I did not know what was wrong with
these people. I was so bored in· the city. I told my
parents tha~ I wanted to go back to Cuba. They perstad!"'"
ed me and promised.\to send me to the school the next
day. The next day came and I was still asked to stay
at home. Then, two months later, my mother brought me

to a big- school. I was so g;J-a(i because there were so

_manY: boys and· girls of my own age. But th~y looked so
'different. They had golden haircand..:~_blue .. ey~·s;.:. Some.. of~:'
them ·had short and curly hair. There were also some
people who looked like me. So I went to talk to them.

At first, they did not understand what I said.
I was astonished·· th:at

r

Later,

could not understand them either.

We figured out that we spoke different ·languages. They
. spoke only English and understood some Cantonese. Though
I learned . Eng_lish in Cuba, it was so different from -~ :,e:·· __ ,,
:theirs\.n One·t;t>t' tiftfLgirlsi:.:walksd.ra~vay 8.nd: aaid, )!'.!'~don't

want to spe.µd so much time· with a girl who does not know
(·

English at all. 11 I was· so embarrasseg. • .'.:.I•.--,w?-s __·. alo:~ _:_~a,i~• .
Nobody came to ·talk to me. I could not understand what
the teacher - said. None of my classmates ~ould help me.
I cried from school to home everyday. I was so scared
to go to school every morning and my mother had to push
me. Sometimes, she would scold me and said that I should
study harder in order to· have a good future. My mother
did - not understand me. I was so afraid to go home too.
It was so quiet and fearful. I be·gan to hate this place,
my parents, those students and everything.

One day, I was again quiet, sitting in the
classroom. A White girl who sat next to me came by and

l

said,"I would like to make friends with you, but you ha e
to learn English. I can't learn your · language. If you
would . promise that you will learn English, I will help
_you. · The teacher will help you . too." I was so glad that
she approached me. Certainly I would learn her language.
(At that time, I only needed someone to be with me; I had
not thought about why she could not learn my language).
So Sue became my good friend and through her help I
learned English very fast. I looked down upon those Chinese who never even thought to help me. It instigated my
prejudice agamnst those who are American-born Chinese
and only speak English. T never wanted to be closec. to
them. All my friends were Whites and Blacks. It was t .o o
bad that there were only a few Puerto Ricans in my classroom.
After four years of American training, I spoke
English only. My parents just did not have time to talk
_to me.I loved this situation, because I had nothing to
.

-

tell them. I could, still can, understand Chinese and
Spru~ish, but I have difficulty speaking them fluently.

'On the o·ther hand, .when -r' ;Learned English, I felt proud
of myself because I had overcome the language difficulty.
After that time, I had no trouble at all with my school
tfl'.riends.
./

This year, I transfered to A school in 9t:n;:cgi.:..~cie.
(,.··

I w.a~ not. surprised when .I saw · many Cuban-Chinese· who
i

had the same problem which I encountered when

·r

first

arrived. They were not very_ sad because they belonged
to· a group of the·esaineJ:q~ok~-oilnG!:~~-;·:of.LJ(j.u_bafi-G·hi-tie·s-er,st.udents.
~

Unlik.e me, they still speak Spanish. ·The other students
are mai-nly from Hong Kong. I can understand Cantonese
but I feel ~ery uneasy speaking the language which I
.have not spoken for years. I certainly couilid talk to
those English-speaking Chinel§@;•bUtII.L.tt~-v~r. -w~nted~ to <J:i.o
so. I only ta,lked to Whi te::::and:.anack students when I
came ·to this school~ Because of this, I was spurned by
the Chinese students and I became their conv-ersation
topic.I b~gan to be very joyless.

I hated the school

life. I tried to cut classes and stayed out very often.
I did not want to see these variuus kind of Chinese
students forming into se:vera~ groups. And I was afraid
to see someone who sat at the corner of the cafeteriar

I

!.

alone. That was my shadow.
The ·m ore I did not attend the class, the more\
I could not do my school work well~ So eventually I
,.,

dared not go back to school. I wandered:-.;aroundt the r)shopping area during the school time so that my parent·s did
. not know anything. One day, · I took something from the
department store and was discovered by .the salesman.
He was really angyy and copied down my name.and threatened to inform the police about me. I kept quiet because I knew it was illegal to take anything from the
public~ But, he pushed me to the exit and· shouted at
me, "You, Ching Chong bastard!" I was really hurt. I
could not believe myself that he dared to say this in
front of me and .in,.. publtc.-...i:_I .:· lost·.~my:·;;b.uµIah,.:'.s ense ~ ;-,_,.:. :: •
I took off my shoes and tbrew at him. They only broke two
windows. I was sent to my school and my parents we~e
told to talk to my counselor. I was beaten by my father
and my mother was ccy:tngJ l.:r c·knew:\T ;= was·cy1r:ong~c "lliutr:J.eiitsked
:
'

j

•

~

.

whether or not •I\ ithisqyas' •-·my"tfatil't, ·. i_;y I,f.:::~1t.t-na.r.ent·::1f.iad
c110t come
=v·
~

here, all this would not have happened to me. My parents expected me to have higher and better education
in this country: this is the result. Education is ne-

cce·ssary but it does not apply well to every one. I
don _•t understan~ why I had· to go through all these
r

evil things. Loneliness, lack of friends, language
sh:Lfts, and frustration changed my way of life. I
believed that I was a nice and lovely girl • ..! did not
attempt to do badly. However, I disliked e.very. . . . one.
.
I
was so weak in a · sense that I felt I was not worthy to
be here •. I changed totally .when I met a classmate from
a Cijinatown organization two months ago. She asked me
to visit the organization and she guaranteed that I
would be:::able to find someone who would really care
. about me. I was very impressed by hbw.·:•w:ea-.l ffi ::., ,wiisI

-:.v<·~:-:.r.~

I

treated and by the warm friendship they showed me. I
started to realize that there were .so :rµany· people who
..

really wanted to share their love with you. There were
so manr Chinese you..t~·sf:i.utttht.to·o:r,ga.mzit.ti:o.n. SSome c~: .of·~-them
are

11

drop outs"; some have troubles -with their families;

some of them just come to join the programs provided by

..

the organization.It looks like the big family that I had

iri. Cuba. We care for eachcQth:er. Even though we have dif.:f.
erent problems, we live peace-fully' and happily, 'Ne do not
speak the same language but it never bothers me. At the

beginning, I was not very .used to the situation. I felt
ve~y uncomforta~le answeripg,.in. ~nglish _w hen .she. he askt·
ed me in .Cantonese. '.this is overcome very_ quickly. I :::· .. ,:.;.
found it more interesting than anything else. It' is not
surprising to have triple lingual conversation. I

8Jil

still very quiet in school, but I have many friends at
the organization· that I trust. I speed up.my school work
and, sometimes, I help those students who just arrived
with their • school work and with learning English. I
return to my good old days and enjoy my life cwhich is
so meaningful now.
As a whole, I .tend to. use English more than
Chinese and Spanish. I feel · that it is very difficult
to change from English to Chinese. I love ~nglish but
I do have more chances to listen to Chinese than before. ·
·I am planning to take a >Bhinese course next year. In
fact, those friends from Hong Kong always tell us some'

thing about Chinese. We converse many times about our
experiences. I thing I understand more about · myself and
immigrant children. Once I understand our situation, it
makes every thing so much more simple.

("<

#

.:

•

r
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Cas·e· st~y.1(3)

Foreign~born Chinese
Male
Grade· 10
18 y~ars old~

My father is ·shanghainese and my mother is
Cantonese. There~ore, I speak Shanghainese, Cantonese,
and Chinese Mandarin which I learned in school in Hong

.

Kong and here. .
I have two brothers and two sisters. We were
all born in Hong Kong. Befo~e we came to the United
States, we lived in.Kowloon, I went to one of the best
schools in my neighborhood. Life was simple but we were
all quite satisfied. Last year, a friend of

my

father

invited my father to the United States. My father is
.a good Shanghainese cook • With our higher· education

in ' mi.nd, he decided to move to the United States, no
matter how difficult the life.
would be. We all heard
.
.

about some bad things, such as crime, insecurity;and
'". /I

so on. But my father believes that one :wili have a
good name if he is good, regardless of how bad the environ~ent is. Also, my father only had three years of
elementa~y school ·education; he promised fu'i.mself that
.... •

.~.
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•
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his children should be much better than he was. In
order t O fulfil his pl an:Z fer i'hi s.,. !>hildre,;i, t.he , gave·, up :,hir

private business in Kowloon. Unfortunately, when we
arrived New York City, the cook position was taken by
another Chinese. My father ·was very sad, -~but :.1e believed
he could find .another job. He finally got a job as a
wai tor~ However, .the loss of his ~ntended position left
a mark. on our family. My mother works in the sewing
.

factory. At one time I thought of going to work in
order to help my family. My father disagreed and wanted
me to study hard. We. live in a cheap apartment near
Chin~town. My father says we can economize everywhere
but may not interfere with our investment iri education.
That is the main reason that none of his children works
after school, as other students do. I am very impressed
by my father and I really study hard. In Hong Kong,
though we also were taught E~lish, I never paid any
attention. Owing to this, I am really sick of my poor
'·

English. If I were in Hong Kong, r·would be a freshman
this year. Here, I still have . two more years to complete
my high school education. I have not been happy since I
discovered this. Because of English, I have to waste another ·two years in high school!
[:; .
.,: •,. . !

When I came :to ·Ne_w York City, I was seriouS..
sly ill for ·two months. The doctor could not do anything.·.· ·They thought I was hopeless. I almost passed
away. My mother used to say that .my life was rescued
by chance.
After recovering, I am still not used to
American life~ Unlike other people who come here without a family, I still have a place from which to go
bac:k and forth. I don't feel homesick, but I do dream
about :those wonderful days in Hong Ko·ng which cannot
be found here.
I feel nothing that I can tell my parents.
We usually have different opinions; I don't want .to
argue with them. So I seldom talk to them. After all,
my parents are so nice to us~ They work so hard ·because
of their children.
I'd
rather be quiet and not create
'
'
any conflicts between my parents and myself. Besides
that., I also don't have many c_hances to talk to my
parents. Dur~ng_ the day, .they'work. At night; I have
to prepare my school work. They work harder during the
holidays which are celebrated in Chinatown. ,:~ometimes,
.....

it is good)because we don't have anything to say.

0

ome-

tim·e·s , '_ r : really wish I -c ould talk to them. I want to
know· what they think about me, and I want to tell them
how I feel. But it never happens.
I don't feel any confusion when r · use Shanghainese, Cantonese, and Cninese Mandarin at the same
time ~vi th my family memhers and friends. Usually, I
speak with my mother in Cantonese, my father in Shanghain~~e, and my friends in Chinese Mandarin. T also ·
try to speak English with my sist~rs and brothers but
?ot very often. They speak English better than I do.
They gave good .English teachers at school who don't mind
correcting their English· all the time. Usually, the
-elde-s t son or q.aughter should set .a good example for
his or her brothers and sisters. In regard .to my
English, I can't make it and I feel disappointed •.
Therefore, I learn Englis~ with an American who has
lived in China for several years.
·Though English is very important, it can't
...

cg~p~e with Chinese. ~eing Chinese, it is impossible
to think that English is more important than Chinese.
1 may feel very embarrassed tpat I can't speak good
Englis:tq people may laugh at my funny accent •. I can
only try my best~learning as much

English as I can.

t

:Ses'i"des .inY Chinese class·,

am expected in school to

speak English only. English is a tool which is nee~
essary·in . order to achieve higher education. But, a
Chinese who . knows nothing about his Chin_ese language
or Chinese things, is horrible. 0peaking Chinese is
one - of the obligations every Chinese must . meet. I
really look .down upon those American..:.born··· Clj.inese
•
.i.l
.
They not only can-rt speak ·Chinese, but also dress up
like Americans. Anq yet, they look like "neither three
nor four"[--',?.~• '1J , literally it means they nei the~ look
like Americans nor Gfl:ineseJ. Some ~f the - Hong Kongborn Chinese students also follow Am.erican ways~and
they .. are worse than those limerican-born ·Chinese. I don't
know what they ~::. tp.ink~: ab.out-_th~r.p.~~ly~~- I pity· them.
•

-·

•• -
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•
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'£he American-born Chinese may· ·not be aware o'f the fact

that ~h_ey have satisfied their national identity. The
Hong Kong born Chinese wh(? :.:. alpeady_ have som.e Chinese ..:background -should remain faithful .to -Chinese cultv.re. · Perhaps, we are influence·d by ·the colonie.l culture. 0ome
may have no roots in Chinese culture. But

i

still have

some close Hong. ~ong born friends. _We always help ~ach
other in our school w·ork. We caJne here because we wanted

to improve our livin;g · and achieve higher education. ·
Americans don't consider us the_ir people, and it is
also imp9ss·ible for us to be loyal to this coun1;ry •
.I·still consider myself a sojourner who has happened
·to stay· bn;·uPe_rhaps, 1 wilf spend the rest of my li -fe

here •
.-;·

Ho_wevP.r~ P.dncation should. not be neglected.

High~:r- PdUGa.tion requires English as a tool. So English
is important in this sense. It . will never have a chance
to take over the place of Chinese in my whole life.

Gas¢ study (4)
Foreign-born Chinese
Female
Grade 11
18 years old

Actually, I cannot remember anythiµ,g about
Hong Kong. We moved to the United

0

tates when 1 ·was

three years old. According to my friends, I really
don't look l1ke a Jook Kok(foreign-born Chinese Amercan).
There are six members in my faraillf.. Besides
my parents, I have one younger sister and two brothers.
My father opera.tes a small restaurant in Cp.inatown. My
mother was workihg for a while. Now she is he1lping my
father in his restaurant. I ,w ork in the public library
after school. The pay is $1. 75 an hour. I vverk three
hours a day. My brothers and sister are still young.
They are in elementary school, except my sister who is
going to junior high school.
When my father arrived i:nt t.he United Jtates,
he found that he did not have too much trouble ·. with the
English language because many of the technical books
he studied in school in Hong Kong were in English. But

he lacked fluency ma:st-er•ing.:,•~:µat language. While he was
going to· school· .by day, he was working at night in

R

restaurant as a dishwasher.
]

1

ather was fortunate.~ he ·was a technical

pe~. . son, and technical knowledge is the same in almost
any language. But there are many Chinese who have re...1.

•

ceived college education in China who must work in
restaurants and markets because oft.heir inability to
function in a non-Chinese atmosphere. This makes me fee:ih
that English is so impqrtant in my life.
When I was young, Cantonese -~_a s the only language that I spoke. English substituted:" -tfor :: the ·Cantonesa dialect until I went to school. I never forgot how hard I
studied the English language. I want to possess it forever and demand much better mastering of that language.

My mother used to forqid us to speak English at home.
My parents thought we had plenty of time to practi~e
English in school. The first ye_ar of my school results
was poor and they realized that English was important
·to · enable tp.eir children to do school work. I did not
remember . when I stoped using Cantonese even talking with
my parents. My mother still tried very hard to convince

us t·o use Cantonese but she gave up after ·a while. During
one .~ummer(I cannot remember which year), my father took
on te!I).porc;ITy jobs-i.and my mother wanted. _to get a job at
the cannery. Althou~h she tried many times, she could
not get a job because she· 'could not ·speak English well.
Finally she asked me to teach her the basic questions and
answers which were used as a test of

~~e:~ kn~~~~~g~
·..:-, -

;.J

of

oJ ; : : ; ~ ::. : : . ~ ~ ( •

the English la:p.guage. She memorized them and got the job·
the next day. This indicates more precisely that English
is so essential.
From that time, my mother does not stmp our.
speaking English at home. Sometimes,.she reminds us that
Ca.ntonese is our_ O\rv_n ;Language which we should maintain.
B:nglis4 still
l::>~qorp.es
my qn.ly langµ.9-g~. Cantonese will . 1
~ .,.J__ ......~
tJ·:-"'-= !:J ·: .. ~:,- '-_.;: ~.-:-i...v
~
·u·).-.~....:; . . _::.~-. ..·. ~.., :.. --· :. . . r;
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be used when my relative..s come to visit us or my parents
both are at hom~. But, we answe:r in English.
I still remember the Cantqnese· dialect, but I
feel very uneasy speaking Cant.onese. When J. visited Hong
Ko:o.g with my family two years ago, I was reaily disappo~tt--

e.d by :m:y_ grandpar_ents.:.-;. , . ~os-t of our close rela.ti ves all
poi!)-~ed at us and said that we must ·be taught more about
Chinese culture. My grandparents scolded my parents that
·.•

they did not educate their children weli in Chinese. My

-If ....

mother again pushed us. very hard to use Cantonese at home.
My brother and sisters were sent to learn Chinese langUt?

at Chinese language school. I was to~ old to be accepted ,
I was glad that I was not acc~pted. I do not mean that
Chinese is useless, but it is not , IB.8' 1important as ·•English
;

~

is in this country. I d.o n't feel bad if .I don't speak
Cantonese at all.
Because my brother and sisters are ~ericanborn, I do have many American-born Chinese friends. Nost
of my foreign-born Chinese friends have been here for a
loM time. I cannot com.municate with those new arrivals,
especially those who are from Taiwan. Speaking different
Chinese languages makes us uneasy to get along. This
does not bother me much. I don't want to hav& all2kinds
of friends • .0 ince the language usage handic.aps me to make
fr.i ends ~vi th new foreign-born Chinese students, I don't
attempt to do anything that I can't do. I am quite satisfied with my present situation.
You are making a study of language usage among
Chinese-American students; I assume you understand

t~~

process of swi t -ching languages does enhance frustratio:g..
I deny that I have not gone through this frustration! but
it is not serious in my case •. ·My father who speaks both

Chib.'ese and English hfflps me to adjust pretty well. Tho..:
u.gJ.?. I am not

tru~y. r· bilingual ,
1

I understand Cantonese)

which i"s ·good enough to answer back in English. The
experience of language switch is worth it. At least I
don't have any difficulties

with my school work. In

fact, I planned to take- the Chinese language course in
order to improve my own lan.g uage. However, that is the ~---·
ehinese·. .r,randarin::~;1.a.:g.guage course which _is quite different
from Cantonese. I finally accepted.the advice of my school counselor and continued the ~panish language which I
have taken for two years. I confide myself that I can
pick up Chinese ·any time.
I

am :an imerican

citizen of Chinese descent. Thougi

/,

I ·. was born in Hong Kong, I Liv~
in the United States. I
..L -.; :.. : . ..:...~.1. -- l.t.~L. ~;
1~

should be loyal- to _the countr~ :tn ·.which;.·I ):ltay •· ..,_.·Many. people
believe that Chinese-..:1nlericaris have a.Ldifficutt.timeii.n·tt.he
United. States no matter how well they can master the English language. I believe so. However, I work hard now in
order to enrich myself. Future is future; I don ' t want to
be bothered by ?nly thinking or planning my future.

Case study ( 5 .)'
Ame·rican-born student
Female
Grade 12
17 years old

I saw Chinatown as a slum area. I knew Chinatown as well as those who weretb.or.n::i.and raised up here.
Yes, I was also born in Chinatown and lived there until
':

last year. We moved out to Queens in August. I like the_
new place. It was always quiet and you ·hardly-ever saw
your neighbors. In Chinatown, it was dirty and crowded.
Every Sunday, there were groups of tourists taking pic_r

I

•

ture:3, eating Chinese food, staring - at you with aston'.ist--)
-hod looks as if-they had not seen any Chinese in their
lives. Because of this, I hated -to be a resident iri
Chinatown. Those passers~y, no matter if they were
to~ists or people who lived in New York City, just liked
to imitate your Chinese language. They ahvays ended up
laughing. I did not understand vvhether they felt it was
fun to hear the Chinese language or if they just played
~fools.However, I disliked my own language because that
language was always being teased (by others).

I
I

My mother ·was . born in the United States and sre

,. ,

lived all her· li.fe_ in Chinatown. · My father crone to this
country twenty-f_ive years ago. He worked in his uncle's
grocery store. At the same time_, he continue.ct his study
for two years. I did not know why he could not finish
./

his study. Any way, he met my mother and they got marr~:··
ied.
Ther_e are three children in my family: two
boys and one girl. My parents ar:e both educated and we
speak English very often . at home. But my parents speak
Chinese to each other. My mother seldom speaks Chinese
unless speaking with my grandparents.Daddy uses Chinese
quite often with ·his ow~ friends. It is interesting that
I learn Cantonese with my friends. Sometimes, I learn
from my· dad~y. Often~ I speak English. If .I · know someone who can't speak in English, I use my broken Canton·ese with some words in English. However, I don _• t use
Uantonese in public places. As I said before, I just
don't want anyone to intimate my Chinese language. I
never show any of my friends that I can speak Cantonese. _It is not good enough, though. I love it, but also
I hate it. you just feel so embarrassed. that your own

I

'·

things are not· respected bi· others.
This coming Easter, my parents are planning
to visit my gra~dparents in Hong Kong. I would like to
show my relatives that I can speak Cantonese. WJany people still think that .American-born Chinese are not able
to use their own language. That is not true. Usually,
.

I will not speak in eantonese, unless it is neccessary.
I love English because 1 -·.want to make more =et.±ends with
non:...chinese. I think it · is good. j;o maintain your own ·
language and cultural he r itage, but it is more important to get along well with other races, like Blacks and
Puerto Ricans. I oh~~~ so many ,_c lassmates _who are Blacks
and Puerto Ricans. So far, English has become the main
language gm.ong these friends. This is how I see that
English is more mmportant than Chinese ih this country.
I emphasize

II

in this country:i '!

I have no difficuity talking with Chinese cla,h.·:
ssmates. With those who are foreign-born, we speak in
English too. They love to learn English. t if .. they c·an' t
express themselves well, then I speak in Cantonese. I
have some schoolmates just recently arrived from Hong
Kong. They really have many proble~ English is so em-

phasized' in school~ They· have to pass; otherWil~e, they
won't be able

td get ifito college~ In general, my for-

egin-born f'rier:i.ds are all quite good in comprehending
English. Many of them studied in English schools in ·
Hong Kong, · so they can pick it up very quickly._ I do
believe that, if American-born can't comprehend Cantonese,. and for.eign-1::iorn · can't understand English, there
is always · hostility between the:rri.. Still, I can't say
that I am proud or lucky that 1 can have both -languages.
.

.

It is just because, one, I am compelled to use two languages; and two, the place I a-in living ·requires it. M.y
Puerto Rican friends speak Spanish
and English. It is
..
very natural for ethnic group people speak two languages
I am hot proud of being €L.C hinese· who u.an iure he:vhmother
·tongue. I have no right to · be proud of something that
I did . not make. So I am not :proud of Chinese.· :Because l
am(not)made Chinese. And I did not make myself Chinese.
Again, I ask myself:What is 1the pride of being Chinese?
,..

I am a Chinese-American who happens to be of Chinese
descent and who was _born in the United States. The only
thing you can 1bet:proud of is if you comprehendf · it. I

*Comprehend=making a synthesis of two cultures rather +·..
than participating ~·.u;_l unknowinglyoQr -.-:~:i,j~h .,(H>.i;i.f.J..i.o,'!;_i:qg

,.d~

see · myse.lf enjoying tvilo cultures instead of participatirg

in a conflict between the_ E~st and the West, I know mant
Blacks, and others, are fighting for identity. What are
.
they fighting for? Nothing! . Why do ~hey want to talk
.

about their own cultural heritage? Why can't we posses
two or more than two cultures? Why do we have to get
an ident~ty'?
I am a very considerate person, but I am not
embarrassed by being Chinese.;..Am.erican. I speak Chinese
sometimes. I eat Chinese food also. I enjoy Chinese
things as well as American things.
I have a good fa~ily. This might do something,
you may say. I don't · deny it. I always argue with my
mother, though r-nev-Er win. I fight with my two bro~hers,
but we are very close. I get along well with everyone
and everything. Most of my friends have a difficult timewi th their parents, but not me. I seldom talk to my
Daddy. Mummy cares me but does not treat me ·strictly.
For example, many mothers are so unsatisfied- when_ their
children can't get high scores in school works. My mum.~y
does not care about my _scores, as long as I pass all the
subjects. She only expect~ that I can pass all the sub-

j ects. I think I am hap·p y and I have nothing to be worr'-

vied about. Sometimes, I have problems. I _ still can find \
some of my friends or my parents to talk to. However, it*
usually ends up being my own decision.

*it= The solution to a problem.

Case study ( 6) ·
American-born Chinese
Male
Grade 12
19 years old

2-J ,., ?.

P was born in the United States. When he was
-? r"~~

~:.·, : :

,~:

7 ~. ·1

~1/2 years old, ~e went to Hong Kong with his fa~i~y.
They returned to New York ··City five years ago. P has
two brothers and one sister. His father is_ a cashier
in the Art M:use1.1i.--r1. - The mother works in a sewing· factory.
His elder· brother works at a college and also takes
so~e courses at night. P -is studying at B school and
will graduate this month. His younger brother joined
the ari:ny(volu.nteer) in South Carolina. The only sister
also -works after school·. P does not know his future

._

plans, though he has applied to severf!.l schools. He
told me that he was not very interested in continuing
his st~dy. However, he did apply to some schools be-

cause other people also applied. The :following is his
story:
I was born in this country but I don't like

people calling me "Jook Sing"*· Many of my friends do
not know thHt I am American-born because I speak Can-

·1

tonese and I have been in Hong Kong for several years • .
Owing to this fact, Iam still partly Hong Kong-Chinese.
V

My~~father was born in Hong Kong. When he was young, many
_people were told that they could earn money in this mount?,ili::·. of . gold. My father followed a group of Hong K0 ng

young people and came to the western United States. Then
he moved to the East. My fathsr had enough money to make
a · trip _back to Hong Kong, when I was 2-1/2 years old.

He

decided to bring;:. his fnmily to his homeland. He wanted
very much to have his children educated at tiome and to
beco:ne :more Chinese. Also, he missed his parents and relatives. In Hong Kong, my father became a taxi driver
and my mother, a housOwife.

I

was sent to a Cantonese

school and they only taught English twice a week during
my six years there. Besides going to school, I did· nothing in Hong Kong. But I remembered that I was born in
America, so it made me learn Engliph as best L :could. I

*

Jook Sing" is a Cantonese term to refer to Americanborn Chinese, with the implication that they know nothing about Chinese culture.
11

wouiti say my Can~onese was better than my English at
that time no ·ma~ter how hard I . ~ried "to letu-n English.
But I improved faster them others when I returned. to
the United States.
- In 1968, my family made ·a decision, as a

resuit of the riots in 1967, to come back to -the ·united
States. My father felt very insecure, both in Hong Kong
and in the United States. Bµ.t.~·the . latter ·obviously was

·safer tha.n the form.er. I we,s · very happy that I • could
have a chance to see the couhtry where I was born. I
l
liked it. I really mean it. 1~y life style vva.s so diff-

erent from the way I used to be in Hong Kong. After
-~·chool, I went to work for a few hours and I would s:t;ay
i:l). . Chinatown chatting with my ·friends. We played a11d we

fought. :But we never went out of Chinatown. I gave up
the standard English I learned in Hong Kong"_and picked
I

what everyone called "Chinatovm English". I did not

ca.re very much as long as my friends and I understood
~.

each other; Those "Jook Sing" did not . speak Cantonese

at all but they did understand it. They knew that I was
in Hong Kong for ·several years and we created our own
11

Nev; Yor1c Chinatown Cantonese". Those vvere really won~

....

'••
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l

•

•

derful days.· Sin.ce I got -involved in gang wars, I have

stopped goi"ng to · Chinatown. While I · was still in Chinatown, a ·u sual day~ would_ be spent worlring in the church
•.._,_

recreation room. 1iy duty was to prohibit·:: a:gy strangers
from pl_a ying in the recreation room. There were some s
s·trangers ·who craved . to play· ping pong. · I did not allow
them to do so, and aslted them to stay a·way. They left
with anger. After a few a_ays, when I was on the ·way ·to

the church, there were abqut si~ p~ople walking towards

me. And then

I

was attacked. They asked me why I did

not let their broth~rs play pin 05 pong. I e~plai.ned to
them but it was useless. -They kicked me. I was so weak

.and blood came out from my .mouth. It was so ·1ucky : that
.they did riot, .bring any knife or gun. Finally, I fainted.
When I woke ·up, I was told that I was in the · hospita~.,,

Nfy1father was. ·.,yer.y angry afad.-.-·:he reg-reted brihging me
bacl{ to America.• i1y .mother was weeping and said she

had no face to see her relatives because I got involved

with 'g angs. After one day
... ,,,

I left my _home and
me

the reason-;]

.

of

staying in the hospital,

~

l,:i.;~d

8:1. one.

fF:

did not want to tell

I still went to school. At that time,

I was ln·:;1.1:~h:_:-.grade at ~:: A·· :r,clhool. ( L 1. did·~ not :::like the SClU>Ol.
--· ,·;
I

..........., .."'~.;
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L

I could not ge~ up tha.t early. God dam..'1 it. The school
stsrted at 7: 25 a.m. everyday. rneanwhile, I had to · work
in order ~o support myself. Be$ides that, there were
so many groups in school; there were Black, Puerto••·
Rican, Italian, and Chinese. It \y~s not surprising to
.m·e that they could not com,nunic a te well. Within the
Chinese gToup, there were also · at ieast three groups.

I could talk neither to foreign-born no':i:- American-born
Chine~e • .·Both of them could not accept peopl~ like : me
who could swing around Ela.ck and Puerto Rican students,
foreign-and A:ineric Em.:..born Chinese student.s. I di_d not
work as hard as those foreign-born Chinese students

ana. I did not want to isolate myself with only Americ8.n-born students. I avoided being friendly with
the n . I found no fun in · school. Eventually, · I did not ·
1

~

go to school. I left school, When~: I tJiad l found ,·-.a.,~ fiill
time job. I worked every day and I went to inovie house
every night. I felt bored. Finally I decided to go back

to

school. I attended B school for a semester and left.

But I came back last ye2,r. and got involved in school ·
activities. I like this school because all the people

get along so well. ·In the previous school, I liked to

lI

i.

fight with every one·, often Bl.a.ck and Puerto Rican kids.
But now, -I just don't feel that I want to fight with
either.

ot

~hem.· We kn_ow e~cp. ,9_t}.l_e?="" ._t _o o yr~lJ _•... Qrig~nal)..y,
0

this school _admitted_ drop-out students. Recently, they t:.::.v

have also encouraged those people who recently migrated
to this country. After going to school; I quarre.l~d ~t

with my boss and quit the job. I don't work now. I could

not find any jo.bs .which really interested me. · >:Jo, I would
rather have no ~obs. It is easy to_ be a waitor; but it
is too typical for Chinese.

Wou may want t ·o know why I left B school and

..
came again. Well, I · got involved with the so-called
11

gang" agidn. ( I really dorr•·t like to use this YvOrd but

there is ·. no way to use another name). I was one of the
members ·of Free ;-.r1tason Athle~ic ·club~ This club ·is no_t
criminal. It has old and young mernb~rs. Since we-- have

a

group of young people, we are very active in organizing

programs such a.s dragon dance, Kong Fu(martial art),
and others. But there are some real gang organizmtions.
They are quite_ strong and pov~~rful. Because I hEd nne

experience with the ge.ng thing, I was really adverse&

to ge.tting in trouble again. I thought going back to

school would give me an excuse·. I have seldom gone to
Chinatovvn since .then~· I also try not · to vmlk w:i th other
.,

members from my club. I spend most of.my leisure hours
in school. Occasion@,lly my friends and I go . dovvn to
Chmnatown. Usually we go back to my house and have a
conversation afterwards. Life is simple enough. I may
get bored again. But I really enjoy it now.
"My relationshil) ·with my parents is horrible •

.At home, I keep quiet and usually watch television. Once
I let my parents open th~.;ir mouths, they won't be able
to s-pop tq:lking. After

.:r, .:'.

came out of the hospital,

my parents and I remained in terrible quietness~ Ify

father does not talk to me since then because he sees
no point in o_pening his mouth. I am useless, he says.
My elder brother works so hard day and night. He h2.s no

time to talk·. to me. Sometimes, I talk to my sister. We
are pretty close. Home is quiet, anyway. I like it.
After a d2,y of attending school, talking, -playing, wan-dering around., I need rest. IFiy h9me is the only place
I can take a perfect rest.
I am always fine with my friends. Most of my
friends lilrn me. Some may not like me because I talk

too much. ·I talk in the classroom. I talk everywhere.
Many Chinese students dare not say a word in the class.
But I do talk,. well or badly. I get along well with
everyone, if I am not thinlring of fighting. ( I really
do -not want to fight, but sometimes it is one of · the·
good exercises). I am. friendly to ·f oreign- and Americanj

born Chinese students. They are the same but have dif±'.

;

e~ent tastes. I can't tell you what the differenqe is.
Once you stay with them long 1. enough, you will find out.
-·

I am a "Jook Sing" but also a "Jook Kok"*• Perhaps,
this .: is the reason I can tell the differBnce. Since I
started talking, it seems to me that I have .not ,had
any proble~s in learning -languages. I also have no
trouble in using my two languages. With American-born
Chinese and those who have ·been here for long long time,
I

I use English. · Vii th "Fresh ou.t off :J,oats", I use Cantonese. I don't feel proud at all. Language, sometimes;
is very important in order to get along well thes·e twm

* "Jook Kok" is a Cantonese term to .refer to foreignborn Chinese, with the implication that they are not
very used to American way of life.

·'

I

·{

groups of Chinese. It happens to be that vmy. If you
really want to get along with some one; language is not

I

the main issue. Probably~ I dori't see it as the crucial
point . because 'I have already acquired these two languages.
In general, I feel speaking English is more comfortable
than speaking Chinese. Though I am an America~ citizen,
it does ::.not mean that I am American.'. Knowing your own
language helps you to identify*(who you are) better
but it . should not brine you any confusion or frustration.

_..,.._

_____

*~dentify= finding identity-a self

·-·-.

-

Case study (1)
American-born student
Male
Grade 11
17 years .old

,

I was born in Queens, New York City. M.y parents
came from Mainland. _China, and studied in the Midwest. ·
After my elder brother was borI4: they planned to return
to Chin?,. Unfortunately,:, the war was brought into my
•

J '

father 1 s homeland. My parents opted to wait for a coup~
le gf ,, years. ·The war s _eemed never e·ndfaig. Gradually, _
their ·. aim was destroyed by the unending war. They settled down in Queens and my sister was born.
·r.iry father has been a civil engineer for 21
years. JYly mother is working in the social welfare
Agency as a counselor. My brother has graduated from
graduate sc:p.ool a'nd works in the Chinatown comm.unity
council. My sister is still going to graduate school in
Education.
I remember very well that we lived pe.ace:fully
until recently, when many unhappy things occured to me.
When I -was young, my brother and sister always brought

J;___
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me to play with other ·childre·n in our neighborhood.
~hey are all Whites. But we had a good time being together. .During -day time, my parents we.nt to work;i. and
we went to school. Mother liked to teach us some Chinese characters after dinner and we loved to learn.
Bspecially I liked the sounds which were all so dif/erent from English. We all prefered learning from our
mother, rather than going to the Chinese language sch~
ool,whieh~.,we .:, didcl2ater • . It was horrible. It annoyed me
so much because I had to give up my b.a sketball pracrtice to attend the Chinese class_. The teacher was very
unfriendly. She did not teach µs the way my mother did.
Also, we were not allowed to laugh in the classroom. I
was always punished because of lau~i.ngg . I did not mean
to laugh at anyone, including myself. We really had a
hard time pronouncing perfect Chinese. 411 the awful
sounds then turned.,7 u.sr;intgig~ggling1t w:t3W!tfu1fµp._;;§Q!l,~ii!imes
to look at the teacher's angry face too. However, we
...

never paid any .attention to learning Chinese. Spontaneously, the sehool became a gathering place, where I
met my Chinese friends,.;" I did not

U.Sf

9;:·.s~ng],.~ Chinese
(,..•.. ..: . .:.. .•-:·J·'--

word. In the classroom, I was forced to read somi Chin-

ese classical poems. At _lj.ome, my parents spoke and still
speak English to us. The only time I could hear the Ch~fese language was when my parents were on the phone speaking with some relatives from the West Coast. I could
follow simple and slow Chinese speakers but was unable
. to communicate with them. I never pan{ked_,because my
friends, relatives, and visitors spoke good English.
And yet, I graduated from the Chinese language school,
like my sister and brother.
·- __ Si.119~~_:r __ tr_~nsfered to A school, I have met
many Chinese students from :A.~ia, mainly from Hong Kong,
But I can't approach them. I am penalized for being unable to understand tp.eir Chinese language: Cantone.s e.
'
Some ~: of them have been here · for several years
and still

like to· use Cantonese even thoµgh they also speak English. 11/.i:ost of the newcomers just ran away when you spoke
~nglish. This made it so inconvieniemt( to draw near them.
And I am always hurt when I am introduced to other Chinese students by my Chinese friend •. He tells them that I
_ am a

11

Jook Sing" which means a Chinese who knows nothing

about Chinese things. i 1},I' y~·fr.ietld may not mean anything · when

.

'

he uses t~e term. But this grieves me for days. I ask

mys·elf many times: Am. I Chinese? Do I know Chinese things?
No! I can• t even describe
~; G.h±nese J·.'.New / Year. I I ( do 1·,not ~-.:knoi1
-why Chinese celebrate Chinese New -Year and what . they cele'

brate. I feel so sorry for myself f because I laughed and
p~id no attention in the Chinese language class. I withdrew from -my Chinese friends. (I think they also feel that

i.t. .t is no fun at all to be with me. Usually, they talk
in Cantonese in front of me. Sometimes, they do some
kind of simple translation. Most of the time I just look
like a d:wnmy). I have ceased going out with my nei•g hbor
friends. I always sit at the corner during lunch hour. I
don't like people to stop by and talk to me. At the same
time, _I wish I could be one of the Chinese group. Thay
are so cool. Laughing, kicking , each other, ·shouting,
..

talking: all yhis brings many eyes . to focus on them,
including mine. They are so lively. I am more paltry
when my Puerto Rican friends say to me, '.' Hey, You are Chinese, aren't you? Why don•-t you join in that group? It
...
seems they have a lot of fun there. 11 "Hi, join in,come
'

on, don•t be chicken!" And yet, I am chicken. I am "yellow banana", which many native-born Asians are called.
I want so much to stay away from them. ~ometimes, I am

jealous and curse them wi't h bad· words. I tell people that
they are so noisy disturbing other., students who do schotl

· work. Due ·~ to my bafflement, I develop· a sour grape attitude, I purpos·ely laugh at them when they speak English
with funny accents. I also mimic their pidgin English.
A girl· cried when I imitated her English. I felt guilty.
~

#

..

.

I never. expected to hurt anyone. SG . I have stopped since
then. However, embarrassment still remains. ,If I pould
use Chinese Mandarin, even though I can't speak Cantonese, they wouldn·• t call me "Jook Sing", or they might
be able to understand me. T realize that language aquisi tion is neccessary for my: happiness. I won't .,be able
to take Chinese courses in high school, but I will take
a Chinese language ·course at college.
Even at home, I p~rceive -;that something is
changed. My brother is so -active in .the Asian American
thing. He tells me language is not that important, but
awareness should come first. He is glad I notice that
..

.<':",

to be Chinese and to know nothing about my .origiri~/ 1S
a pain. I . do not quite understand but I do feel pained
that I can't communicate with Chinese students.I think
languag_e is more important than whatever he calls "aware-

ness". Th~re are always som~ arguments :- ~g~>"i.ng :·;on,_;between.:.-. .
my father and my brother. My father expects my brother
to-continue hi? study and become a lawyer. My brother
disagTees with him and considers that this is another
sterotrpe in .ri.sian Americans. M.y father is a good old
man. He does not stop my brother. He has a regular life.
He gets up at six o'clpck in the morning, and goes to
bed around ten at night. After dinner, he goes up to his
I

study room unless he has some words to tell us. I don't
think I can bring up my discomfort to him. My mother
is too busy answering the phone. Since we grow older and

i

I

~

older, none of us likes to sit next to her learning
Chinese. She also finds somethfilng which _is nice to do,
that is, calling fri~nds. My sister doe,s not com~ back
often. She has a small apartment nearby her s·c hool. It
is quiet and pleasant at home. But I need someong to
talk to about my problem.

,, 1
➔
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Appendix

II

The short es~ays were written by Chinese
America.Ii -students in New York City. Host of the foreign.born wrote in the Chinese language and the Americanborn in English. These essays are selected from the
questionnaire which an.: essay was assigned for the sub-

,

ject·s whom I studied.

Foreign-born Chinese(Puerto Rico)
Male
Grade 11
17 years old .

My Two Languages
Language supposely helps people to un,,

derstand one another. But it turns out that language

:•

gives me many frustrations. I am a student of Chinese
descent who happens to have been ra1sed in Puerto
Rico. I speak fluent Spanish. · My Chinese1 which
consists not more than 10 sentence~ could, in the
past, only be used at home with my .parents. Since
my parents came to the mainland where p·eople speak
pnly English to me, I feel very embarrassed. Of
course, my Chinese is not good enough to make friends
with Chinese classmates and I am unable to use English
with English-speaking classmates. It is lucky that I
still can find some friends from Cuba, becau::ie they
speak 0panish. I am wondering how I can survive in
this country if I can't learn English. This is my
main problem.

\

For·eign"'"'.born Chines~ (Ho rig·. Kong)
Male · ·
Grade ·12 ·
17 · yea~s old

I

• .'

•

My Two Languages

My language usage is very ·complex.

W.iy

· surroundings are .multilingual: I .speak Cantonese
with my Hong Kong-bprn friends, Chinese Mandarin

with my Taiwan-born friends, English at school,
..

and Shanghainese with my parents. In each ·-of my
roles, I choose the appropriate language, and
choose cultural attitudes that go along with that
lab:guage. It is very difficult to tell you how _ca.n
,.:..-... .

iI

.

..-

.

/

:fit those attitudes into the correct language.

uometimes, I am pleased
because many of my friends
.
•,

envy me for my mastery of several languages. Most
of the time I

am

very careful not ·to hurt any of

my friends, but many of them don•t speak as many
languages as I speak.

Foreign~born Chinese(TaiwanJ
Female
Grade 11
17 .years old

My Two Languages
Chinese Mandarin was the first language
which I could speak and write, because r ·was born
in Taiwan.
My parents are Cantonese, so I learned
Cantonese from my parents at home. I can speak
Cantonese but cannot listen with understanding.*
.....__...

My father was born in the Philippines •
He speaks fluent English. Therefore, he started
to teach us English when we were young. This can
be said to be my second language. My family moved
to the United States when I was in 7th ~ade. I
started school in 8th grade in this country. I
used both Chinese and English, which I thought
was a meaningful experience.
Last Summer, I -was working as a translator
in two · public hospitals. I discovered that it was

'..

so lucky knowing more than one language.

* It should be reversed.

Foreign-born Chinese(China)
Male
Grade 12
23 years old

My Two Languages
China was my birthplace. My parents are
-·

Cantonese. I was educated in Hong
Kong in a Chinn
ese school for about 12 years. Therefore, everything, all my thinking, and speaking; was all in
Cantonese. This is my own language. Certainly I
know very little about any other language.
Now, I am a member of American society.
Everything, dressing, eating, living, and travelling, is unfamiliar. But the big problem is the
language problem. ~·nglish is the American language. You can't leave it alone in daily life here.
Perhaps you may ask: What do you feel
about learning English and your ovm language? My
answer is:

rhe strong prosper, the weak fail".

111

Foreign-born Chinese(Hong Kong)
Female
Grade 12
17 years old

My Two Languages

Chinese is my real language. But I am
in a foreign country which pressures me to learn
another language. Learning a::..f'breigiL-language is:.:.s;· r!
actually very meaningful. People from different
countries can communicate, and e~cnangel_ c:ul:t:u.r.aJ:.-

:tlii~orm:atton;:e" Nevertheless it is impossible to
entirely substitute another language for one's
own. The only people who are respected are those
who know their own language and develop .- its good
value. I don•t tend to disagree with learning a
foreign language. Being Chinese and giving up
your own language is disgre.oe·ful.

American-born Chinese
Male

GrEi.de · 12

18 years old

My Two Languages

Even though I know nothing about Chinese,
I am not

11

yellow banaha"*-, as people call me. As a

citizen of the United States, though my appearance
is different from Anglo-American brothers and sisters,
I don't see the reason why I should behave like a Chinese man from China or Hong Kong. I identify myself
as neither Chinese nor American, but as a ChineseAmerican citizen. If I happen to learn the Chinese
language, it will certainly not be because I am Chinese but because I will desire to know another language besides English.

,:~
...;...

* "Yellow banana". is a slang . to refer to Americanborn Chinese, with the implication that they
know nothing about Chinese culture. It's connotations are generally negative.

American-born ·Chinese
Female
..
Grade 11
· ,.
16 years old

My Two Ilangu8:6es
I don't really feel anything for these
particular topics. I don't believe - ~n or have any
best friends. I've never thought of having any
particular coW1try as my own. I don't feel the
United States exactly is··. because there are so many
other kinds of people whom I don't feel any type
of relationship with*, I have no connections with
any ·of the Chinese countries except for the fact
that I am Chinese. As for my two·.'7languages, I am
really bad in Chinese and wish I was better. I
believe that being avle to speak as many languages
as you can possibly learn is a great thing and would
be beneficial.

* To the best of my understanding, this can be in·-~

terpreted as foilows: The writer does not feel
as though the United States is her own country
because it c0ntains many people unlike herself
with whom she has no relation.
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Appendix

III

Self-esteem Scale
11

Positive 11 responses indicate low self-esteem.

1. I am. able to do things as . well as most other people.

*
* disagree
Strongly
S.~rongly AgrBe, Agree, J?isagree,
2. I f'eel I do not have much to be proud of'.

*
* agree, Agree,
Strongly
Disagree, S-trongly disagree
3. I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an
equal place witp others.

*
* disagree
Strangle agre _e , Agree, Disagree,
Strongly
4. All in all, I am inclined to feel that Jam a failure.

* agree, Agree,
*
Strongly
Disagree, Strongly disagree
5. On the '\>Vhole, I am satisfied with myself.

. *
* disagree
Strongly agree, Agree, Disagree,
Strongly
6. I wish I couihd have more resp-ect for myself.

* agree, Agree,
*
Strongly
Disagree, Strongly disagree
* indicate n:positive" responses.

Name:

Age:
Sex:
. i

Grade:
Birthplace:
This questionnaire has been designed to gather a representative sampling of student
opinion on a number of matters related to the study of language usages.
sults from the questionnaire will be used for our project study.
mary purpose of the form.

The re-

This is the

pri-

All of your responses will be kept confidential :,

and the analysis of the results will be carried out so that no persons will be identified individually.
moved.

Once

have your completed form, the front page wfll be re-

We are not interes~ed In any particular persoh's respons~s, but rather in

group reactions.

The questionnaire will take not more than 20 minutes to complete.

Thank you for

your kind co-operation.

Thanks~

Siew Chua and Pa~ela Yew.

,.

.

,

Complete this questionnaire by filling In the blanks . and putting a check In the appropriate boxes .
Please check the place (ei~her China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, the United ! States,
or some other place ) where you, your father, your mother, and each ? f your
grandparents were born.

1.

·l

China

i

Hong Kong

u. s.

Taiwan

!Other (Fi 1 in namJ
of ~nI ace)

Myself

!

'
I

My father

I

i

.

~--·
IHy mother
I

I;

...

IM
I Y

grandfather
' (Father's side)
·-----·- ----- -·--·-·
My grandmother
(Father's side)

i

l

I

,

--

I
l

I
j

-----

My

grandfather
(Mother's side }

··-----· --·---

--

Hy grandmother
(Mothe r's side}

2.

1ive In:

!

I

·-

'

·--- -

1·

Chinatown

r--,
,_

The Bronx

1=1 Brooklyn

Queens

Cl

Staten I s.1and

,--, New J e rsey
L .J

r -·-_1

.,-__,

I

i---:1 .

---

Elsewhere in Manhattan

long Is I.and

, Other (Please wrl te where you 1 i ve}

3,

li.

(For thos e who are foreign-born}
I have been In the United States

--- month(s)
--- year(sY

OR

(For those who are foreign-born) Before I came to the United States f rorn
I had finish ed -----~grade,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

5.

What do you think about your speaking, understanding, and writing ability of
Chine se and Eng lish? With 11 111 be ing excellent ability, and 11 511 being very poor
abJ Ii ty . . _(PI ease~ p11.t a _check in one . qf_ Jh~ blanks ~>--·

l

Chinese
l

Eng 1is h

3

2

SpeaT<", ng

4
-

5

4

5.__

-·-

-

Hriting
Understand Ing

--

. :13-

.
I

I

·-

6.

Have you taken any courses ln Chfnese ft Seward Park Hlgh School?

:·,-:··-!

I

Yes

I am studying at grade

7,

1fJo

I

.

-----

Do you ' llke your Chinese classes?

· 1 ··\

Bes·t of al 1

CJ

Very much

[_=j

A fair amount

[=I A I lttle
8.

Who encourages you most to study Chinese?
,---

J_j Myself

i-·=3

My faml ly

D

My friends

:--

,
•,___·i
.J

9~

Other

Put a 1 In the box next to the food you like best, put a 2 ln the box next to
the food you lfke second best, etc. Here are a list of foods, please list the
following types of food In order of preference.

[~J Amert can food

1=1

Chinese food

□

Ital Ian food

I__J Japanese food

[]

Jew I sh food

I__J Spanish food
10.

Do you feel that a speaking, · reading, and wrltlng knowledge of Chinese Is an Important way to bring understanding and harmony Into the life of your family?

L_i Yes

DI-Jo

JI.

I

Do you feel that a Sr'eakfng, readrng, and wrftfng knowledge of both Ch f' nese and
English ls an lmportant way to bring understanding and harmony. fnto American

society?

CJ

,/

n

Yes

No

wttch language

LJ
D
12.

most Jmportant then?

Chfncse

Engl lsh

Do you feel that a speaking, reading, and writing knowledge of both Chinese and
English is an Important way to prove your self.:.prlde .in : y6ur ·;1ffe. • .•

[_jNo

QYes
13.

rs

Check all that apply:

a.

I somet Jmes

read Chinese:

b.

I have avatlable
at home:

- - -------~----

Ncwspa.t::.=.oe,:_rs::-__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _+ - - - - - '·'_______
Movie magazines
Comic books

~~J~~Y
~

14.

'

~ooks · - - - - ,- - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - -

.

.

My family celebrates (Check all that your family celebrate) :

·!.:.i.

Chinese I-Jew Year

t_]

Christmas

CJ

Double Teri Day

0

Easter

Ci

Fourth of.July

Cl
f' i

Moon Cake Festival

0

Other

Thanksg·ivlng

-----------------answer.

Here are some statements for you .., to

picture of yourself.

15.

Please m2ke an! indicating your present

I am able to do things as well as most other people.

-- Strongly a9ree
-- Agree

-- Dl'sagree
- - Strongly disagree

16.

feel I do not have much to be proud o! ·
,.

___ Strongly ugree

;

___ Agree

17.

· Disagree

___ Strongly disagree

feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an eque1 place with others.
Strongly agree

--- Disagree
Strongly disagree

..
I o.

All In all, I am lnclined to feel that - I am a failure.
. \ ,.,
___ Strongly agree
'/
Disagree
_.._.;..__

--- Agree

___ Stron9ly disagree

On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.

19.

20.

___ Strongly 2gree

---...:"-Pi sag ree

--- Agree

___ Strongly disagree

wi~h I could hav~ more respect for myself.

--- Strongly
--- Agree

agree

_ _ Disagree
___ Strongly disagree

Do you remember which language you spoke first?

21.

r-_.J

On~ of the Chinese l anguag~~

r ·1 Eng 1 i sh
D Other (Please write the lang~age) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
22.

Hhat do your father and mother speak to you?

23.

tJ
Ct

One of the Chinese languages

d
Cl

English and one of the Chinese languages
..
Spanish and one of the Chinese languages

t:1

Other (Please write the langu3gc) - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - -

Eng Ii sh

I speak Chinese with my:
I

A 11 the time

Hy fot Fier
-Mymot her
11y grandrather
f'fy g ranclmot her
1·1y oro t1fcrs
i'fy"s IS ters
T~C h 1nese_ fr1enct s

Often

Sometimes

A Little\ i~ever

24.

i/ould you say that you take Chinese courses because:
(Please list the following In order of preference, e.9., 1, 2, 3, and sio on)
[]

like Chinese

O

want to learn about Ch.Ina and Chinese things

tJ

My parents send me

CJ
CJ
Q

don't know

O

ifone of these.

wi 11 ·need to spe~k Chinese whe·n I get a job
am Chinese

Please explain _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..

25.
,.

Do you think of yourself as Chinese or American or somewhere in between?
(Please place a check in one of the five spaces or anywhere on the 1 ine.)

lAmerican

26.

I

t

.i .

I

I

Chinese

Chinese-American

Hhat do you think about your Chinese-American friends?
them?

American

Where would you put

.I

Chinese

Chiflese-American

27.

\·Jhat are you , going to do after graduatin'.J from high school?

28.

Do you plan to attend co 11 ege?

I

':IOU

CJ

I I Yes

Mo

1d 1 i ke to go to college:

r-1 in
L.....I

New York CI ty

outside of New York City
1-1
1_ _ 1

29.

My father wunts me to go t _o col lega:

L.: j

Yes

,-·7

No

30.

My mother wants me to go to collcte:

1-1 Yes

17

rJo

31.

Is your father working:

[]

Yes

\!hat job does he do for a 1 i Vi ng?

t7

No

l

I

32.

'I

Is your mother working?
What job does she do for a 1 lvi ng?

.3 3,

I

Yes

I _I No

---------------!------

My fDther's religion Is:

[ I Protestant
C1Cathol ic

f7 Buddhist ,
C-i0ther (Please list)

34.

My mother's religion is:
OProtestant
[Jcathol ic
r--1Buddhist
{J0ther (Please list)

35.

My religion is:

I_] Protestant
1ICathol ic
l~-IBuddhi st
r·-lother {Please 11st)
---~'":"'"--

36.

~/ho are your · best friends? Please state whether they are . Americans, Chinese,
American-Chinese mixed blood or others .
i
I
I

Chinese
1
·- -

2
----- --- ,_

American

American-Chinese mixed blood

Others (Pl~ase write
their ancestral group

-·---~---------.

3

THANK YOU! ! ! !

--- ---- -~ -

- -··

Direction s for r.7 ritinq 2n Es svy

. Somet~ne o ~e fell so hcppy vhon we can write things
exc'lctly r:i :; •.:ie feel thHm an,1. knm" thc1.t nobody \-Jill put gri:l ,.:i <.::s
on thein, lKlboty \!ill lc>ugh clt thern t"nrJ \Je are c11L>vec1 to
\.;rite . 1:.1hat ,.;:e 1.,1ant to. Here
? chance to vrite a short
11
paragragh ,•b '.) Ut :·Iy best friend", "My t,.,-m countrie.1 11 or
"'1y b ·..-o langucgc:? !-:, "_. This i~ not a s chool essay. l-'fri te
anythinq you •,.m.nt to and write as freely ?S you li k e.
Write your name, nationality, age, sex~and.gredc before
you start. Please alBo put dm,m the name, nc1tionality,
age, sex and . grade of your best frien d should you de s ire
to v.-rite about him, ot.-_her~- •:You.-· c2.n •.. ri te in Chinese, English
or Spanish. If you '1!0Uld like to •,;rite in more than one
language, f~el free to.

is

1

Nationality_______
------------Ag c
----S ex------Grac1e -----

My name:

